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ABSTRACT

Title of thesis: Autoniatic Voltage Regula/Gor for an
Induction uenerator

Names of authors: Malcolm E. Gla.rk, Donall
Robert W. Slater

Craig 3 and

Submitted for the degree of Naval Engineer in the Department
of Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering on May 24, 1954.

In previous investigations of the operation of capacitor-
excited Induction generators^ the size of capacitors in the
network coupling the load to the generator have been selected
by trial and error., and a satisfactory coupling network has
never been developed. It was attempted herein to develop a
satisfactory coupling network by choosing the capacitors in
the sizes required to accomplish definite results.

There were three preliminary steps:
(1) The induction generator terminal characteristic was

determined experimentally and verified.
(2) A method of analyzing and predicting the effects of

various coupling networks was conceived, used, and
verified.

(3) It was proved that series -capacitor-coupled induction
generators will produce sustained fault currents.

A network for coupling unity power factor loads to an
induction generator in such a manner as to maintain constant
load voltage was developed, analyzed, and tested, but the
test results do not permit conclusive evaluation.

An attempt was made to develop a coupling network for
variable inductive loads to produce coarse voltage regulation
so that fine control could be achieved with a smaller D-C
controlled saturable reactor than would be needed otherwise.
Such a network was devised, and the optimum parameter adjust-
ment was determined by analysis. The network was tested and
found to produce coarse voltage regulation; however, it was
found that the use of this network does not appreciably
reduce the size of the reactor needed for fine control of
voltage . This network does have value in protecting the load
and generator from hai*monic currents a.rising from the use of
the reactor, and it is recommended as the basis for the design
of an automatic voltage regulator with a slightly different
adjustment of parameters

.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

The demand for lighter electrical equipment for ships,

aircraft, and missies has created a need for high-speed

electrical rotating machines. Including polyphase a-c

generators I however, the stresses in the windings and

insulation on the rotor and in the rotor steel itself,

produced by centrifugal force, must not exceed certain

magnitudes. This circumstance limits the allowable rota-

tional speed of synchronous generators and motors. The

limitation Imposed by centrifugal stresses can be avoided

by using squirrel-cage or solid-rotor induction machines,

which have, respectively, neither insulation nor winding on

the rotor. Because of the simple rotor construction, induc-

tion machines, excepting the wound-rotor types, are much

cheaper, smaller, and lighter than their synchronous counter-

parts. These advantages become ev$n more marked when full

advantage is taken of the higher permissible rotational

speeds.

Induction machine theory has been thoroughly developed

because of the great number of induction motors in use, but

this theory has not been extended to a method of controlling

the voltage of an induction generator being operated as the

sole source of electrical power in an Isolated system and

supplying power to a wide range of inductive loads such as

are found aboard a ship. Connected in proper phase sequence

to a large system containing a number of synchronous
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generators in central stations, an induction generator will

draw enough reactive excitation power from the system to

operate at the system voltage and frequency, while converting

into electrical power whatever mechanical power is supplied

to it by its prime mover. In this case, there is no need for

special devices to control the frequency and voltage of the

induction generator. However, an induction generator is an

inductive circuit element, and it can not supply reactive

power to inductive loads in an isolated system. In fact, an

Induction generator must Itself be excited by capacltlve

elements in the connected circuit, and these capacltlve

elements must also provide excitation currents to any

inductive loads. An induction generator Is not entirely

equivalent to a synchronous generator in this respect, but

the induction generator plus its excitation equipment is

generally smaller, lighter, and cheaper than an equivalent

synchronous generator.

In an isolated electrical system where an Induction

generator is to be used to supply inductive loads, there

must be a coupling network between the generator and the

load to serve the following purposes:

(1) accomodate the exchange of reactive energy with

both the generator and the load in the amounts necessary to

maintain the load voltage nearly constant

(2) pass the real power from the generator to the load

without dissipating much real power
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(3) cause the generator to produce large sustained

currents under short-circuit conditons at the load terminals,

and pass sufficient current during the short circuit to

actuate selective switching by circuit breakers to clear the

fault.

No satisfactory coupling network has ever been developed.

Networks which will provide voltage regulation are known,

but these invariably have poor short-circuit characteristics.

Other networks are known shich will produce sustained short-

circuit currents, but the voltage regulation is poor. It

can be said in general that capacitive coupling produces

good regulation, while induction coupling has satisfactory

short-circuit characteristics.

In most experimental work with self-excited Induction

generators, a shunt capacitor in each phase has been used to

provide excitation. Unfortunately, a short circuit across

this configuration will result in complete loss of excitation,

since there is no capacitance, as seen from the generator

terminals, to provide excitation. As previously mention, one

of the requirements of a successful regulator is that a

consequence of a short circuit is a sustained current. A

shunt capacitor, however, will be used as a basic starting

point for the design of a successful voltage regulating

network.

There are a number of possible configurations which

immediately present themselves for consideration. Certainly

the two most obvious are series inductor coupling and series
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capacitor coupling., These have the drawbacks previously

mentioned, hov^ever.

A number of writers have recognized that by making the

shunt capacitance eontinously adjustable, constant voltage

can be maintained » One method of achieving the effect of

variable capacitance is to place a variable inductance,

such as a direct-current controlled saturable reactor, in

parallel with the shunt capacitance. This presents a

problem in feedback control i, if automatic control is desired,

but it should not be a difficult problem. Unless coarse

voltage regulation is provided by a network, and the sat-

urable reactor used only for fine control, the feedback

components may become unduly large, however. Such a

combination of saturable reactor and shunt capacitance, if

used alone, would unfortunately again result in voltage

collapse as an inevitable consequence of a short circuit at

the load terminals, and it becomes evident that some additional

elements are required between the 'variable capacitance' and

the load

.

A number of attempts have been made to determine the

makeup of these additional elements. Most investigators

have used inductive coupling, evidently in the belief that

Inductive coupling is necessary for suitable short-cireiut

performance. The use of inductive elements has the disadvan-

tages of relatively large voltage drop between the generator

and the load, the large physical size, and the small short

circuit currents obtained. Harmonic distortion is always a
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problem when a non-linear device such as a saturable reactor

is used, but this problem is present whether or not Inductive

coupling is used;, and can be minimized by connecting the a-c

windings of the saturable reactor in series and by connecting

the three phase output in delta. These two steps will result

in the complete elimination of second and third harmonics, and

any integral multiples thereof.

The various Investigators in this field have generally

found a certain range of loads that result in nearly constant

load voltage, but the ranges have not been large enough to be

useful. Thses earlier attempts have all been trial and error

experimental work so that the conditions of constant load

voltage have generally been achieved accidentally. Certainly

there are configurations that tend to produce constant load

voltage, and thereby reduce the range of control required of

a saturable reactor. This thesis is a study of more compli-

cated coupling circuits^ and the authors will attempt to

develop a broader view of the effects of various loads upon

load voltage ;, and also develop a method of mapping load

voltage as a function of load admittance or impedance.
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Chapter II

gRQCEDURE

2 . 1 Induction Generator Termlaal Characteristics

The first step in the laboratory was to determine the

teriLlnal characteristic of the induction generator being

tested. The steady-state terminal characteristic was to be

represented as lines of constant terminal voltage plotted on

coordinates of conductance and capacltive susceptance of the

load.

Test Circuit No, 1, Figure I, was used for this test.

This circuit shows an induction generator being driven by a

D-C shunt motor. The generator load consisted of a stove of

calibrated resistors paralleled with fixed load capacitors

connected through a variac in each phase, with the three

phases delta-connected. The conductance was held constant

during a set of runs and could be varied among four values

and open-circuit by switching. The capacltive susceptance

of the load was varied by means of the three-phase variac

and was changed before each run.

The frequency meter was checked against the Boston Edison

System, and found to have no error at 60 cps. The frequency

was adjusted by means of a rheostat in the D-C motor field

circuit to within 0.10 cps of 60 cps before each run, and

recorded for each run. Voltages and currents at the terminals

of both the motor and generator were measured with laboratory

meters accurate to within Ifo of full scale. An oscilloscope

was used to observe the generator voltage waveform. A
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varmeter was used with ktl current transformers not shown on

the diagram to measure ;'":'eactive power at the generator

terminals. A wattmeter could not be used because the generator

operated at power factors less than 0.5 most of the time, and

the viattmeters available were not accurate at such low power

factors.

The data required to plot the generator terminal voltage

map was the generator voltage, the terminal conductance of the

load, and the capacitive susceptance of the load. The voltage

was obtained by averaging the three observed values of

generator terminal voltage. The susceptance was determined by

dividing the total reactive power by the square of the average

terminal voltage. For balanced operation, the number so

obtained is equal to the sum of the susceptances of all three

phases of a delta-connected load or the susceptance of a

single phase of an equivalent wye-connected load. An estimate

of real power was obtained by calculating the vector difference

of the volt-arapere product and the reactive power. This value

of real power was divided by the square of the average voltage

to obtain an estimate of load conductance. This estimate was

compared to the recorded values of calibrated conductance.

The estimate was in every case larger than the calibrated

value, but the differences for various conditions compared

well. The comparison was made to obtain a value of conductance

of meters, leads, and variac windings, this value being the

mean excess of conductance of the estimate compared to the

calibrated value. The conductance of the resistors was
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obtained by the voltmeter- ammeter method, areat accuracy was

not required for this work because any voltage regulator system

would ha-J/e to be adjusted after installation anyway. The

purpos- was to obtain data sufficiently accurate to design

coK-'ponents of a voltage regulator.

2.2 Series Capacitor Coupling

This test was Intended to serve two purposes:

(1) To demonstrate that a simple, small, lightweight, capac-

itive coupling network could be used to regulate the voltage

of an induction generator electrical power supply to a unity-

power factor load, such as electronic load or compensated load

in some missile and aircraft applications where the light

weight and compactness of the induction generator would be

particularly advantageous

(2) To prove that short-circuit currents large enough to

actuate selective switching on shipboard or to burn off faults

in aircraft systems can be sustained by capacitively coupled

Induction generators. Previous trial work by Swift (21) had

shown that capacitive coupling with shunt and series capaci-

tors tended to produce nearly constant voltage at the gener-

ator terminals for certain conditons, but it was generally

accepted that such a configuration would not cause the gener-

ator to produce sustained short circuit currents,

2.2.1 Theoretical Consideration of Series Capacitor Coupling

Figure II is a circuit diagram of a single phase of a

unity power factor load and a capacitive coupling network,

which is called a gamma network by the authors because the

-9-
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capital letter gamma suggests the configuration of the capac-

itors. The admittance of the coupling network and the load

as viewed from the generator terminals iss

1

Ygen = jBcl -f R+l/JBc2"~ (l)

where R is a variable quantity. Figure III shows the locus

of this admittance as R varies. The position of the center of

the semicircular locus can be controlled by varying the value

of shunt capacitance Bci^ and the radius of the semicircle is

determined by the value of the series capacltive susceptance

Bc2* ^^ ^^ apparent that if the capacitances were adjusted

so that this locus were superposed on an arc of constant gen-

erator voltage on the admittance diagram voltage map of the

generator characteristic ;, the generator voltage would remain

nearly constant as the value of the load resistor R was varied.

This adjustment would produce constant generator voltage,

but constant voltage at the load is the desired result. If

the value of the series capacitance were reduced a little

from the value to maintain constant generator voltage, the

generator voltage would tend to increase as the value of R

decreased as shown in Figure IV". With some adjustment of

the series capacitance, it is possible that the rate of In-

crease in generator voltage as R decreased would be equal to

the Increase in voltage drop across the series capacitor. An

exact solution is not possible with this coupling network be-

cause the center of the locus semicircle lies on the vertical

axis while the centers of the voltage arcs lies to the left

of the vertical axis due to the effect of the generator
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stator leakage inductance. The slope of the locus Is zero at

the open-circuit pointy but the arc of con.-3tant generator

voltage passing through this point must have a positive slope

at thi - points therefore, the generator vollage and load

voltage raust decrease slightly as R is reduced from open-

circuit to some large finite value. This effect could be

largely overcome by using another capacitor in the coupling

network to cancel out the effect of the stator leakage induct-

ive reactance. The capacitors vtfould then form a tee network

Instead of a gamma network, but this refinement is probably

unnecessary.

To determine whether or not an additional capacitor would

be desirable, an analytical solution was carried out to deter-

mine what results could be obtained with the optimum value of

capacitor in the gamma network. The experimentally determined

voltage map of generator characteristics was used in this

analysis and the calculations are presented in Appendix D.

This calculation indicated that the load voltage could be

maintained within 2 volts of I50 volts for B^i equal to 0.033

mho and B^p equal to 0,ll6 mho with the three phases delta-

connected. This result was considered to indicate that the

additional capacitor was unnecessary.

The short-circuit point on the locus of the admittance

viewed from the generator terminals is marked SC on Figure III,

and it can be seen that this point corresponds to a large gen-

erator voltage. Since this voltage would be imposed across

-12-





the series capacitor 'when the resistor R was shorted, a large

current could be expected to flow through the short circuit.

The actual transient path can not be drawn on the voltage map

for 60 cps operation because the frequency changes during the

transient phenomenon. Notice that there is very little

resistance in the circuit after the short occurs and that the

current through this small resistance is limited by a capacitor

in each branch; therefore the load can absorb very little real

power. Before the short circuit, the generator may have been

operating well above synchronous speed with a large magnitude

of slip required to deliver the real power, and the rotor can

not decelerate suddenly because of mechanical inertia. After

the short occurs, the real power and slip decrease suddenly;

therefore, the frequency and the synchronous speed must in-

crease. The Increase in frequency results in a greater rise

in generator voltage than is indicated by the steady state

locus on the voltage map for 60 cps. An approximate analysis

of the short-circuit transient can be made either by assuming

an analogous synchronous generator (23) or by linear circuit

analysis of an equivalent circuit with time-varying circuit

parameters. The authors do not believe that this will be

necessary in the design of any practical voltage regulator

because the reactance of the series capacitor will always be

limited by the allowable voltage drop across the capacitor

when full-load current flows through it. Corresponding to

this small allowed value of reactance, the susceptance of the

series capacitor will always be large enough to produce a

-13-
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suffi^cently large short-circuit current. Notice that the

line drawn from any operating condition to the short-circuit

point, which is assumed to Indicate roughly the transient

path, M>111 never cross the arc representing the minimum steady

state voltageo

The remarks above apply to a three-phase short circuit.

It was assumed that roughly the same phenomenon would occur

in the shorted phase with a single-phase short, and that the

voltage in the other two phases would rise temporarily until

the fault was cleared. It is believed that the excess of sus-

ceptance will always be sufficient to clear single-phase

faults.

2,2.2 Laboratory Procedure

Test circuit No, 2, Figure V, was used for runs 6 through

l4, and test circuit No. 3, Figure VI, was used for runs 15

through 22. In the former circuit the series capacitors were

coupled into the circuit by 4:1 stepdown transformers, and in

the latter circuit the series capacitors were connected directly

into the circuit. In both circuits the load consisted of a

bank of resistors coupled to the generator by a gamma network

with the three phases connected in delta. The resistors were

calibrated in mhos and arranged to permit switching in incre-

ments of 0.0111 mho, from zero to 0,0444 mho per phase. In

most cases, the conductance of 0.0333 mho per phase fully

loaded the D-C shunt motor driving the generator. As indi-

cated by the labels on the diagrams of meters in the circuit

diagrams, the current, voltage across the resistor, and the

voltage across the series capacitor were measured in each

-14-
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phase, and the generator voltage and frequency were measured

In one phase. In runs 13-1 A to 13-5A, an additional ainrneter

was inserted between the transformer secondary winding and

the series capacitor, in order to verify the theory that

local resonance was occurring and producing the unusual phe-

nomenon encountered in this set of runs. The notation on the

meters corresponds exactly to the notation in the tables of

data in Appendices C and P.

Runs 6 through l8 were all of one type. In these runs,

the loads in all three phases were kept balanced and the

frequency was always adjusted to 60 cps. The values of the

capacitors were kept fixed during the run, and the meters were

read after each change in conductance. After each run, the

series capacitance was readjusted to a value closer to the

optimum value^i.e,, the value that tended to produce the

least change in load voltage with a change of load. The

open-circuit voltage was about I50 volts for runs 6 through

10, 180 volts for runs 11 through 13 and 15 through I8, and

205 volts for run l4.

Run 19 was observed in order to obtain preliminary

Information for the unbalanced load test. In run 20 the

capacitors were adjusted to the optimum value for I80 volts,

and the load was added in increments of 0.0111 mho per phase,

with the three phases always balanced. Then the load was

removed in increments of 0.0111 mho per phase, one phase at

a time. In the extreme conditons, one phase was open-cir-

cuited with two phases fully loaded, and two phases were
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completely open-circuited while one phase was fully loaded.

The purpose of this test was to observe the effect of phase

unbalance upon the load voltage. The frequency was maintained

throug-:out this test at 60 cps.

Using the same values of capacitance in run 21, the load

was added with all three phases balanced with the frequency

very carefully adjusted to 60,00 cps, before each reading.

In run 22 the s^-me procedure was followed except that the

frequency was never readjusted after having been set at 60

cps for the no load condition. The frequency was allowed to

decrease as the D~C motor speed decreased, and the generator

slip increased as the load increased. The purpose of this

test was to observe the behavior of a gamma-coupled gener-

ator without frequency regulation.

After the above tests were completed, all the meters

were removed from test circuit No. 3* and a three-phase

guillotine switch was connected across the resistors as indi-

cated by the switches marled SC on the circuit diagram. This

switch was used to represent a low impedance fault. Circuit

breakers Nos. 4, 5$. and 6 were set at about 18 amperes, and

circuit breakers Nos, 1, 2, and 3 were set at about 60 amperes.

Various balanced and unbalanced load conditions were obtained

at 60 cps, then the frequency meter was disconnected, and the

guillotine switch was closed. This operation was repeated

several times each for several conditions including open-cir-

cuit and full load on one, two and three phases, and several

intermediate conditons. Then the guillotine switch was dis-

-18-
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connected from two phases and the procedure was repeated for

a single-phase short circuit. The purpose of this test was to

determine whether or not th's generator with this circuit would

produce large enough short-circuit currents to allow selective

switching.

2 . 3 Fixed -Element Voltage Regulation

Control of effective capacitance throughout the range

required for voltage control of an Induction generator by a

saturable reactor requires a large and heavy reactor. The

purpose of this section of the thesis was to develop a network

for coupling the load to the generator in with fixed elements

in such a manner that the range of variable capacitance re-

quired to maintain a constant load voltage could be consider-

ably reduced. The fixed elements should produce rough voltage

regulation, so that fine control of the voltage could be

achieved with relatively small saturable reactors. Essentially

the same basic idea was used to develop the gamma network, in

which the reactive power developed in the series capacitor

varies with the square of the load current so that the generate]

excitation increases as the load increases.

The load range for this test was assumed arbitrarily to

be bounded by the unity power factor line to a conductance of

0.125 mho total for three delta-connected phases or 0.125 mho

per phase for a wye-connected load, the line of 0,125 niho con-

ductance, the line of 0.100 mho susceptance, and the 0.6 power

factor line, as shown in Figure VII. This accounts for a range

of inductive loads from unity to 0.6 power factor. In a

-19-
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graphical sense, the object of fixed-element regulation Is to

lower the terminal characteristic of the generator plus the

coupling network, and to spread the voltage lines so that this

terminal characteristic covers the load range with the voltage

arcy spr-ad apart so widely that only the desired load voltage

line crosses the load range, l«e., so that the voltage across

the whole area representing the load Is approximately constant.

Conversely, the process may be thought of as Inserting a

coupling network ahead of the load that will reduce the verti-

cal dimension of the load range area, turn up the right end,

and raise the entire area so that the load range appears at

the generator terminals as only a thin strip of area centered

on the generator characteristic voltage arcs. Figure VIII

shows the load range and generator voltage arcs on one diagram.

It Is apparent that the generator would not be excited If such

a load were connected directly to the generator.

2 . 3 • 1 Effect of Individual Elements

In order to get some Idea of the configuration of fixed

elements that should be used to obtain coarse voltage regula-

tion, it is necessary to learn how a particular fixed element

changes the characteristic at the terminals preceding the

element into a different characteristic at the terminals fol-

lowing the element o Assume that a capacltlve susceptance of

Be mho is connected in parallel with any admittance Y; then

the admittance of the combination is Y plus JBg. Now when

it is realized that the generator characteristic has been

plotted in terms of the load admittance, it is apparent that
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the effect of a shunt capacitor connected across the phase

leads between the load and the generator Is to lower the gen-

erator characteristic or to raise the load range by an amount

equal to B^ on the admittance diagram, as shown in Figure VIII.

Shunt capacitance will accomplish part of the Job of a good

coupling network. It can be seen that a shunt inductor would

have the opposite effect and is, therefore, not desirable.

It can also be understood that if only shunt capacitance were

used to control the load voltage and to maintain it constant

at 200 volts, it would be necessary to control this capacitance

over a range of B^^max rainiis Bq^, these quantities being indi-

cated on Figure IX.

The effect of series capacitance and series inductance is

somewhat more complicated and will not be described in detail

at this point. The effect of series capacitance will be

revealed by the succeeding paragraphs. Series capacitance

tends to spread tte voltage arcs of the generator map and to

bend down the right end of the characteristic arcs. Con-

versely, in terms of the load range, series capacitance bends

up the right end of the load range and converts the constant

voltage area to an area wherein the terminal voltage must in-

crease as the capacitive susceptance increases. Series

capacitance also moves the characteristic vertically in the

same direction as shunt capacitance, but not in such a simple

manner. These effects are illustrated by Figure X, and it can

be seen that the effects are desirable. An analysis of series

inductance revealed that the effects are just the opposite to
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those achieved by series capacitance, as would be expected.

The effects of saturable reactors and resistors were

considered in the various configurations studied In developing

a flxe^ element regulator, but no way was found to take advan-

tage of ^Jheir effects, and the resistors always increase the

power loss,

2.3.2 Effect of Several Elements In a Coupling Network

The analysis of the effect of a coupling network composed

of several elements can be handled mathematically or graph-

ically if only linear elements are used. If any non-linear

elements are used, the graphical technique has a definite

advantage. The mathematical expressions involved are lengthy

and difficult to understand in terms of physical significance

because of their being started from a lengthy linear approxi-

mation of the non-linear generator voltage-admittance relation.

On the other hand, the graphical technique is quite straight-

forward, and is easily interpreted into physical significance.

This graphical technique takes advantage of the fact that the

effect of a shunt reactive element is to cause only a vertical

shift of the area being mapped on an admittance diagram, and

the effect of a series reactive element is to cause only a

vertical shift on an impedance diagram. Resistive elements

can be accounted for by horizontal shifts. Lines through the

origin on either diagram are lines of constant power factor

with the unity power factor line being a horizontal line and

with the zero power factor line being a vertical line through

the origin. Therefore, angles from the origin are preserved
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In converting from one diagram to the other. Finding the

optimum values of the various circuit parameters is a labori-

ous process that can be considerably shortened by physical

reasoning.

AbouG a dozen likely configurations were analyzed either

graphically or mathematically in an attempt to find a coupling

network to produce coarse voltage regulation. These possible

solutions were conceived by physical reasoning and contained

capacitors, inductors, saturable inductors, and resistors.

The network producing the best result is described below.

2.3.3 Pi Network

This network consists of a capacitor shunted across the

generator, another capacitor shunted across the load, and a

third capacitor connected in series between the two as shown

by the single-phase diagram of Figure XI. The phases can be

connected in either wye or delta, of course, but the delta

connection was used in the laboratory since the delta-con-

figuration requires only one-third as much capacitance in

series and across the load. The wye connection should be used

In larger systems to avoid the necessity of having six wires

to supply various loads. The optimum solution was found by

plotting the admittance and impedance diagrams for several

values of the various capacitors. This process indicated that

the optimum is not sharply defined. The analysis that follows

involves parameters that are very close to optimum.

Figure XII shows the load range shifted upward 0.075 mho

on the admittance diagram. The amount of this shift is deter-
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mined by the size of the capacitor shunted across the load.

The range In terms of admittance Indicated by the solid line

was converted to a similar diagram In terms of impedance on

this diagram. Consider the two points marked C, A line pass-

ing through these tvjo points will also pass through the origin,

and this line represents a condition of constant power factor.

The admittance point C is abo^jit 1/7 mho from the origin, and

the other point is about 7 ohms from the origin. This fact

can be checked visually by examining the diagram. The dashed

contour was constructed by drawing a straight line from the

origin to some point on the solid contour, measuring the dis-

tance from the origin to the solid contour in mhos, inverting

the magnitude of the distance to obtain the Impedance In ohms,

and then laying this magnitude of Impedance off on the same

line to determine a point on the dashed line contour. This

process is not so laborious as it might appear because each

segment of the dashed line contour is a circular arc, and if

the corresponding solid line Is either horizontal or vertical,

the center of the arc lies on the axis that Is perpendicular

to the line at a distance from the origin equal to half the

reciprocal of the magnitude of the admittance at the inter-

section of the solid line and the axis. There are other

tricks that can shorten this conformal mapping process. The

solid line is a locus of admittance, and the dashed line is

the same locus plotted against scales of resistance and re-

actance. A circle centered at the origin on this diagram

represents a condition of constant admittance or Impedance,
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and if the voltage at the load terminals i,. constant, the circle

is also a line of constant current through the series capacitor.

On Figure XIII the dashed impedance locus was replotted

and shifted upward 5 ohms» The magnitude of the shift corres-

poncis to the value of the series capacitor. In this case,

the object was to maintain a constant voltage of 200 volts at

the load within the load range, so it was assumed that the

voltage anywhere 'within the area of load range on the previous

diagram was 200 volts. The circular arcs of constant current

through the series capacitor are centered at 0+j5 ohms and are

applicable to points within the (dashed) impedance locus. The

voltage at the generator terminal ahead of the series capaci-

tor, for any point within the Impedance locus, is equal to

the load voltage, 200 volts, times the ratio of distances

from the origin to the point and from the point to 0+j5«

Lines of constant generator voltage within the impedance locus

can be constructed. Then both the dashed locus and the lines

of constant generator voltage can be mapped conformally Into

an admittance diagram. The solid locus is the new admittance

locus, and the dashed lines within this locus represent con-

ditions of constant generator voltage. The solid locus is

the boundary of the original load range as viewed through a

series capacitive reactance of 5 ohms and a shunt capacitlve

susceptance of 0.075 mho. The voltage lines indicate what

the generator voltage must be to produce 200 volts at the

load terminals.
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The shunt capacitor across the generator terminals can

lower the generator characteristic to approximately superpose

the voltage lines on this diagram, Figure XIII. When the

voltage lines on this diagram have the same slope and spacing

as the ar'cs of constant voltage on the generator voltage map,

a solution has been achieved. An exact solution is not pos-

sible, since the higher voltage lines are more widely spaced

than the lower vcltage lines on the generator voltage map,

but the higher voltage lines must be more closely spaced than

the lower voltage lines for this coupling network of three

capacitors in a pi configuration. This situation is inherent

In the generator and coupling network electrical character-

istics, although, it is possible that some alteration to the

coupling network in the form of an additional element could

overcome this difficulty. It is not obvious that this exact

solution cannot be achieved. The spacing of the generator

voltage lines depends upon the generator magnetization curve.

The spacing of voltage lines on a diagram similar to

Figure XIII depends upon the fact that the ratio of the dis-

tance to the origin to the distance to a point near the origin

becomes smaller as the reference point under consideration

moves away from the origin, and that points far from the origin

on the impedance diagram plot close to the origin on the ad-

mittance diagram. An exact solution is not possible, but the

configuration of Figure xm has Just about the same spacing

and slope of voltage arcs as the generator characteristic,

and this is the best result of four trial solutions. This
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determines the optirauin parameters for the .:! network.

To determine what resiilts can be achieved with this

optimum solution, it is necessary to start with the experi-

mentally determined generator terminal characteristic.

Figure XIX in Chapter III. The generator characteristic was

shifted downward until the 200-volt arc passed through the

origin, then the voltage arcs were mapped conformally into an

impedance diagraii:, and the impedance loci of constant genera-

tor voltage were shifted downward 5 ohms to accounts for the

series capacitor. The dashed lines on Figure XV represent

the result of this plotting. The dashed lines on this figure

were remapped conformally into the solid curves of admittance

loci of constant generator voltage. Since the generator vol-

tage was known at every point on these lines and corresponding

impedances of the load were known, the load voltage was deter-

mined at anj point on the solid lines by using the same mapping

procedure as before. By passing lines through the points of

equal load voltage, the voltage map of Figure XVI was obtained.

On this map, the solid lines represent conditions of constant

load voltage. A load range is drawn on the map in a favorable

position. It is now possible to see what the load voltage

and generator voltage will be for any load admittance.

This mapping process may appear to be very involved, but

anyone doing the mapping will quickly become quite sophisti-

cated in his approach to the process. In this case, the

mapping process is nothing more than a graphical means of ap-

plying linear circuit analysis to a non-linear element, the

induction generator.
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2.3.^ Laboratory Proc edure

Test circuit No, 4, Figure XVII, was used to obtain the

voltage map experimentally, in order to verify the techniques

described above. In this test circuit, the load and shunt

capacitance across the load were represented by resistor and

capacitor banks connected through three phase variacs, these

variacs providing for continous variation of the components of

load admittance without disturbing the balance of the three

phases. The load was coupled to the generator by means of a

series capacitor and a shunt capacitor. The following data

was measured with ordinary laboratory instruments which are

accurate to 1% of full scale; generator voltage, line current,

load voltage, load current, shunt capacitor current across the

load, load power factor, frequency, and the D-C motor current,

voltage and speed. To facilitate correlation of the data,

runs were made with constant load conductance for a group of

values of load susceptance. Data was taken for 9^ points on

the voltage map.

The shunt capacitance and the series capacitance were ad-

Justed to be the same as the values used for the conforraal

mapping described in the previous section. This will be ex-

plained to emphasize the exact meaning of the admittance scales

on the diagrams. The series capacitors were connected in wye

and were set, therefore, at five ohms since the impedance map

had been shifted five ohms. If the series capacitance had been

delta-connected, they would have been set at 5/3 ohms. The

capacitors shunted across the generator terminals had to shift
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the 200-volt voltage arc down until It passed through the

origin. Since this arc intersected the susceptance axis at

0.1122 mhos^ the shunt capacitors were set at 0.037^ mhos per

phase. All the capacitors and resistors in the banks had pre-

viously been calibrated in mhos at 60 cycles per second. For

this test, the calibration was checked with a voltmeter and an

ammeter, taking each bank representing a single circuit element

as a unit.

The factor limiting the extent of the test was, as in all

other tests, the power limit of the D-C driving motor.

2.4 Work on Other Problems

No other ideas were developed completely enough to be

subjected to serious laboratory testing, but some work was done

on other problems associated with developing a satisfactory

voltage regulator. Since this thesis is at least the fifth,

and probablj^ not the last, devoted to this particular problem,

some of the work done on other problems will be reported here

briefly for the aid of later workers.

It was planned originally to connect three direct -current-

controlled saturable reactors in parallel with the capacitors

across the generator terminals, to provide an adjustable capac-

itance in this branch as required to maintain a constant load

voltage by means of the controllable reactor. Twelve 90-var

three-legged reactors were available for this purpose. These

reactors were actually connected into test circuit No. 4 in

parallel with Bq^* They were delta-connected so that the

third, sixth, ninth, twelfth, etc., harmonic currents would
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flow only In the reactor windings. The fo-ur reactors in

each phase were used iri parallel groups of two, in series

with another group in each phase. The A-C windings in each

parallel group were connected in series to eliminate all even

harmonic currents. This series connection also provides the

fastest response time. Theoretically, this connection also

prevents all harmonics except the fifth, seventh, eleventh,

thirteenth, seventeenth, nineteenth, etc., from appearing

outside the reactor windings (26, 27, and 28). A six-volt

dry cell battery was connected to the D-C winding of this

configuration through a rheostat, and an attempt was made to

control the load voltage manually with this rheostat.

It was also planned to control the D-C current controlling

the saturable reactor operation by means of an automatic vol-

tage regulator feedback loop, responding to the load voltage

at the load» An ancient voltage regulator was available in

the laboratory, and this regulator was put into working order.

However, it was found to have the inverse of the desired char-

acteristic, so a means of inverting its characteristic was

worked out. Manual control has been found unsatisfactory, so

the automatic regulator elements were never tested in the

completed system.
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Chapter III

RESULTS

3 . 1 Induction Generator Terminal Characteristics

The results of the first test are presented on two dia-

grams. On Figure XVIII, the observed values of generator

terminal voltage are plotted against load capacitive sus-

ceptance (or generator inductive susceptance) . Solid lines

are faired throut^h the data poirits with each of the five

solid lines corresponding to a particular value of load

conductance. The dashed line was obtained by extrapolation

to a condition of zero conductance, which could not be ob-

served because of the extraneous conductance of meters,

capacitors, variac windings, and connections. This diagram

completely describes the generator electrical terminal char-

acteristics, but it is not the most convenient form. This

Intermediate diagram is required to correlate the data be-

cause it is not possible to exactly balance the three phases

nor to obtain the readings at exactly the desired voltages.

Figure XIX was obtained by plotting data taken from

Figure XVIII. This new diagram is the admittance-diagram

voltage map, the most useful description of the steady state

generator qperatlng characteristics. At any point on this map,

the voltage, conductance, and susceptance are known; therefore

the current, admittance, real power, reactive power, and other

quantities can be calculated. Any straight line passing

through the origin on this diagram is a locus of constant

power factor, and any circle centered at the origin is a locus

of constant admittance.
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3 • 2 Series Capacitor Coupling

3.2.1 Voltage Regulatiop W ith Transformers and Balanced Loacj

The following table i,-i a summary of results obtained with

a garamr: netvjork with transformers coupling a unity power fac-

tor load to the generator as shown on the diagram of test cir-

cuit No. 2, Figure V. Load voltage is tabulated versus load

conductance, Overvoltage is the maximum observed voltage

minus the open-circuit voltage^, and undervoltage is equal

to the open-circuit voltage minus the minimum observed voltage.

The range of voltage is the sura of the overvoltage and the

undervoltage, and the voltage variation is the range of vol-

tage expressed as a percentage of the open-circuit voltage.

It is apparent from the table why the ordinary definition of

voltage regulation has no significance. For instance, the

voltage regulation computed for run 11 is

(180.5 - 179.5)/179<.5 = 0.56$^.

Table I

Voltage Regulation for a Variable Unity Power
Factor Load Couples by a Gamma Network

With Transformers

Load Conductance
(mho)

Run 6
Load Volts

Run 7
Load Volts

Run 8
Load Volts

open-circuit
0.0333
0.0666
0.1000

149
142
167
189

156
140
157
186

156
132.2
143.5
164

Overvoltage
Undervoltage
Range of Voltage
Voltage Variation

40
7

47
31. 5^

30
16
46
28.85^

8
23.8
31.8
20.5^

Susceptance of Series
Capacitor (mho) 0o0489 O.O6IO 0.0758
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Table I continued

Load Conductance Run 11 Run 12 Run 14
(mho) Load '^/clts Load Volts Load Volts

open-circuit
0.0333
0.0666
0.1000

180,5
164.5
167
179.5

l8l
169.3
183.7
194.7

214.3
197.7
187
203

Overvoltage
Undervoltage
Range of Voltage
Voltage Variation

16
16
8.3^

13.7
11.7
25.4
14.1^

27.3
27.3
12.7^

Susceptance of Series
Capacitor (mho) 0.0758 0.0595 O.O51O

Figure XX Is a plot of the generator voltage, series

capacitor voltage, and load voltage for run 12. The changes

of the three voltages with load is typical of the runs tab-

ulated above.

Runs 9 and 13 differed from those listed above in that

the voltage across the resistor in one phase suddenly dropped

to about 25 volts and the greater part of the generator term-

inal voltage appeared across the transformer and capacitor

combination when the full load conductance was switched on.

The other two phases behaved normally. For one run an added

0.0111 m-ho was switched Into each phase and a second phase

exhibited a sudden drop in load voltage. It was reasoned

that the series capacitor connected to the secondary and the

magnetizing susceptance of the transformer had become reso-

nant and that the combination appeared in the line as a

blocking impedance. An additional ammeter was inserted into

the circuit, as illustrated in Figure V, to measure the

current circulating through the capacitor and the secondary
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winding. The ratio of primary current tc secondary current

changed from 4;1 in normal operation to ls2 when resonance

occurred,

3 '2. 2 ^/£J^age__Regulatipn_ Without Tran s f orm er

s

Table II reports the same sort of information as Table

I above. The data for Table II was obtained with test circuit

no, 3, Figure VI,

Table II

Voltage Regulation for Variable Unity
Power Factor Load Couples by a Gamma

Network Without Transformers

Total Conductance Run 15 Run l6 Run 17 Run l8
(mho) Load Volts Load Volts Load Volts Load Volts

open-circuit 188 184,5 186 187
0.0333 180.3 179.2 176.5 175
0.0666 194,3 190 186 182.5
0.1000 205o7 202 199 196.7

Overvoltage 17.7 17.2 13 9.7
Undervoltage 7.7 5.6 9.5 12
Range of Voltage 25o4 22.8 22.5 21.7
Voltage Variation 13 « 5^ 12,3^ 12.5^ 11.8^

Susceptance of Series
Capacitor (mho) 0,0715 0,08ll O.O838 0.0920

The magQitude of the susceptance of the series capacitor

is the diameter of the semicircular locus of load admittance

as viewed from the generator through the coupling network.

(See Figure III.) The size of the shunt capacitor controls

only the open-circuit voltage. As the series suspectance

increases, the overvoltage decreases and the undervoltage

increases,

3.2.3 Load Unbalance and Lack of Frequency Control

A summary of the data for runs with unbalanced load and
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without frequency control Is reported in ^zr^endix C-3(c),

With the load unbalanced ^ the voltage in the lightly loaded

phases tends to rise so that the average voltage of the

three phases tends to rise slightly (13. 6 volts at most).

The voltage in the heavily loaded phase or phases was

steadier than with balanced loads.

Without frequency control, the generator speed and volt-

age decreased with load. The successive voltages across the

resistors, as the load was added in increments of 0.0111 mho

per phase, were l88, 154, 154, 164.7, and 172 volts, and the

frequencies were 60.00, 59.12, 58.25, 57.08, and 56.02 cycles

per second. The generator speed dropped from 920 rpm to 878

rpm, 4.6^, while the frequency decreased 6,6^,

3.2.4 Short-circuit Test Results

Selective switching was obtained from all initial oper-

ating conditons with both three-phase and single-phase short

circuits. One of the smaller circuit breakers sometimes

would not open as rapidly as the larger breakers, so this

breaker was rotated among the phases and a number of tests

were conducted at random times to eliminate the possibility

that the effect might be due to some cause other than a

reluctant breaker. After the series capacitors were switched

out by the circuit breakers, they remained highly charged.

When the small breaker set at 15 to 25 amperes failed to

operate, the larger backup breaker set at 90 amperes was

actuated by the short-circuit current.
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3 .

3

Fixed Element Regulation

Figures XXI throuigh XXIX Inclusive are plots of the data

obtained '^ith fixed shunt and series capacitors. Each of

these plots shows the variation of generator and load voltage

with changes In load susceptance for a fixed value of load

conductance. The data from these plots are replotted as

XXX
admittance-diagram voltage maps In Flgureb XXXI and Figure

XXXII

XXX Is a generator voltage map and Figure XXXI Is a load

voltage map. The susceptance and conductance scales on both

diagrams are calibrated In mhos of admittance at the termi-

nals preceding the capacitor shunted across the load. In

order to Interpret these diagrams In terms of load admittance

it Is necessary to realize that the shunt capacitor raises

the load range. If no capacitors were shunted across the

load, the unity power factor line would coincide with the

horizontal axis. If a total capacitance equivalent to

0.075 niho were divided Into 0.025 mho per phase and shunted

across the load, any unity power factor load would lie some-

where on a horizontal line parallel to the horizontal axis

and intersecting the vertical axis at 0.075 mho, and any

inductive load would lie somewhere below this line.

3.4 Manual Control of Load Voltage

With the system operating at a conditon approximately

in the center of the maps described above, the effective

value of the generator shunt capacitors was reduced about

0.015 mho per phase by means of saturable reactors with the

d-c current being manually controlled. This was the maximum
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range of control with the available reactors, and it produced

a reduction of generator voltage of about 15 volts and a

reduction of load voltage of about 5 volts. This range of

control was entirely inadequate for motor starting tests or

tests with a wide range of inductive loads. Since larger

reactors of the proper type were not available, the system

was not tested with automatic control.
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Chapter IV

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

^1 Induction Generator Terminal Characteristics

It Is evident that the admittance-diagram voltage map

of Figure XIX shows how the generator voltage Increases as

the capacltlve susceptance of the connected load Increases,

and how much the susceptance must be Increased to maintain

constant generator terminal voltage as the conductance of

the load increases. It has previously been stated that the

variation of voltage with susceptance along a vertical line

of constant conductance is primarily a function of the mag-

netizing susceptance of the generator, and that the radii

of the voltage arcs are primarily a function of the rotor

leakage inductance. It is possible to approximate this

map with a linear mathematical equation, but the expression

is rather lengthy and cumbersome.

The comparison of the experimentally determined voltage

maps of Figures XXX and XXXI with the voltage map of Fig-

ure XIV, which was obtained by an analysis employing con-

formal mapping based on the experimentally determined gen-

erator characteristic of Figure XIX, shows that the exper-

imentally determined terminal characteristic and the analysis

are both substantially correct because the agreement between

the maps of Figures XXX and XXXI with the predicted result

Is excellent. This result indicates that the simple pro-

cedure described in Article 2.1 is satisfactory for obtain-

ing the generator characteristic. This experimental approrach-
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to obtaining the generator characteristic a? 11 probably be

cheaper and more accurav:e than a theoretical analysi£.> lead-

ing to the same result j therefore it will generally be more

practical to determine the generator characteristic exper-

imentally when the generator is available to be tested. The

method of portraying the characteristic and the method of

obtaining it were originated in a project at the U. S. Naval

Boiler and Turbine Laboratory.

The method of using conforrnal mapping techniques to

obtain a circumspect picture of the effect of coupling

networks has never, to the knowledge of the authors, been

applied to this problem before. It is believed that this

method will, after a little practice, be found to be the

quickest and easiest way to analyze the problem. Most con-

formal mapping processes appear formidable and laborious, but

because of the extreme simplicity of the admittance-impedance

relations involved in this case, it Is possible to use several

tricks to shorten the process. The authors have had some

experience with this technique and with handling the ^ "tme

analysis and similar problems with mathematical equations.

This experience indicates that it is faster to map the

problem several times to find an optimum than it is to obtain

the same solution mathematically.

4.2 Short-circuit Performance of Series-Capacitor-Coupled

Induction Generators

The short-circuit tests proved conclusively that series-

capacitor-coupled induction generators can produce sustained
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short-circuit current.?. The previous dl5..;.j.s«ion of series

couplings should make it clear that capacitor coupling is

not only equal to inductor i'mpling in this respect but iS;,

in fac':, superior because capacitor coupling can produce a

larger short-circuit current for a given total capacitance.

This result should indicate that further work wjith capacitor

coupling is Justified.

The short-eircuit tests reported in the previous chapter

are general cases of low impedance Tenilts, de'^pite the fact

thay they were all Initiated from unity power factor load

conditons. Regardless of the type of load, the operating

conditon of the generator corresponds to some condition re-

presented by some point on the terminal characteristic above

the minimum voltage arc, if the generator is excited. When

a short circuit occurs, the transient path in the phase or

phases shorted may be approximated by a line from the initial

operating point to a point on the susceptance axis determined

only by the sum of the susceptances of the shunt capacitor

and the series capacitor. These two capacitors are a^-tually

in parallel after the short occurs. The type of load can

have no effect upon the transient phenomenon because the

load is bypassed by the short. If the short circuit is

slightly inductive, the impedance of the path through the

series capacitor and the short is reduced. In order to

avoid excessive voltage drops across the series capacitor in

normal operation, the susceptance of the series capacitors

will have to be large enough to produce more than adequate
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short-circuit currents in most cases, Th^r cusceptance of the

series capacitors is roughly proportional t:o the generator

rotor leakage susceptance.

Series capacitor coupling has two advantages over in-

ductor craplings the former produces larger short-circuit

currents for a given amount of capacitance and can be used

to produce a tendency toward constant voltage operation.

However, it is possible to cause voltage collapse with

capacitor coupling by applying excessive inductive loads;

whereas this result can be avoided with inductor coupling,

but not without incurring other disadvantages. With the

capacitor coupling it is necessary to provide some margin of

capacitance to present this voltage collapse,

4.3 Unbalanced Load

Series capacitor coupling can be used to make the load

voltage less sensitive to the admittance of the load, and it

seems entirely reasonable under these circumstances that

small unbalance of the phase loads should not greatly affect

the load voltage. The experimental results obtained from a

single test such as was conducted for this thesis are not

adequate support for a sweeping general statement, but the

results obtained do indicate, at least, that unbalance up to

50 per cent of full load is relatively unimportant insofar

as it affects the voltage. It seems probable that the smaller

degrees of unbalanced load likely to be encountered in

practice will have only a negligible effect.
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4 .

4

Test Without Frequency Control

When the speed of the prime mover is allowed to decrease

with load, the frequency of the Induction generator output is

decre::sed by an amount proportional to the sum of the speed

droop plu8 the Increase of slip with load. The susceptance

of the capacitors decreases by an amount proportional to the

decrease in frequency. This decrease In both the shunt and

series capacltivo susceptance lowers the open-circuit volt-

age and decreases the rate of Increase of voltage with load.

It is possible that operation without frequency control

would be satisfactory in some application. In this case the

series capacitance might be adjusted to cause a controlled

increase of voltage to offset the effect of the decrease of

frequency. Such a system could probably be adjusted so that

the torque-speed characteristic of an Induction motor sup-

plied from such a system would not be appreciably different

than the characteristic of the same motor supplied from a

source of constant frequency and constant voltage. It should

be noted that the voltage did Increase as the frequet: ".y de-

creased as the load increased in the test run reported in

this thesis.

4 .

5

Voltage Regulat i on for Unity Power Factor Loads

The least voltage variation over the load range obtained

with the gamma coupling network amounted to 8.3 per cent,

and this result was obtained with only half as much series

capacitance as the calculated optimum amount. When the

predicted optimum amount of series capacitance was tried.
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the voltage collapsed iJhen the first one -third of the load

was switched on. It was still hoped at the time of these

tests to test the system wi''"'>. automatic control over a wide

range of inductive loads, and it was decided not to sidetrack

the ^nain line of investigation further to clear up this point,

The test of unity power factor loads with the gam-ia network

coupling was undertaken as a side issue after it was dis-

covered during the survey of the literature that Peake (25)

had searched unsuccessfully for a means of regulating, within

10 per cent, the voltage across a unlry power factoj' load

supplied from an induction generator. Presumably, this

result could be used in some application. The use of the

gamma network to obtain this desired result was conceived,

and an analysis indicated that excellent results could be

achieved. The results obtained the the laboratory were
ex.

disappointing and are counted yi failure even though a

variation of only 8.3 per cent was achieved because this

is not considered to be satisfactory for most purposes.

It is believed that the failure was due to poor :: db or-

atory technique, and that the results neither prove nor dis-

prove the value of the gamma network in this application.

It was realized before the tests that the resistors wound on

ceramic cores in the resistor banks were slightly inductive:

the mistake was made in thinking that the inductance of the

resistors could be ignored after it was found to be slight.

Consider the case where 15 ohms of series capacitance is used

to couple a nominal resistor with a lagging power factor of
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0.99. When the resistor has a conductance f 0.0111 mho,

the one- third loadj, per ohase, the nominal resistor is

roughly equivalent to a 100 ohm resistor in series with a

13-ohT'. Inductor. The effective series capacitive reactance

is t!ien reduced from 15 to 2 ohms. This explains why the

load voltage dropped more than was expected at small values

of load conductance. This result does show that compensated

loads should be slightly overcorapensated to avoid this

condition. It should be noted that the pi network reduces

to a gamma network when the load shunt capacitance of the pi

network is zero. This Is the case along the horizontal axis

of Figure XXXII, and the load voltage is very nearly constant

along this axis. Exarairiatlon of this figure will reveal that

the voltage variation is only about 1 5^ in this case.

By adding another capacitor to the gamma network to form

a pi network to couple a unity power factor load, a variety

of load-voltage characteristics can be obtained. Any hori-

zontal line on Figure XXXII represents a variable resistive

load in parallel with a fixed inductor (below axis) c:- fixed

capacitor (above axis). With an inductor, a rising charac-

teristic is obtained I with a capacitor the voltage droops.

The flat voltage region is not necessarily found on the

horizontal axis: a different set of parameters could be used

to lower or raise this region. In general, the capacitance

distribution can be adjusted to move the whole map vertically,

to rotate the whole map, or to raise the voltage level with-

out causing appreciable change in the contours. The rotation
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Is limited to about 9"**^' In either dlrect-iori; and the voltage

limits a.re due to Batura'"lon 8jnd the ruinimt;2ii. magnetizing

susceptar<ce. Increased series capacitance tends Uo lower the

map, rotate the contours clockwise, aiid raise the voltage

level. Decreased generator shunt capacitance tends to reJ-se

the contours vertically and to lower the voltage level. In

a pi network, the load shin^xt capacitance can be adjusted to

raise and lower x^he map with relation to the actual load

admittance. By judicious selection of parameters, the shape

and orientation of the contours can be changed within certain

limits as desired. It is important to rsaiize that the de-

signer of the coupling network has this flexibility to use to

his advantage

.

4.6 Fixed -Element Regulation

The lim.its of shaping the voltage map and the effects of

approaching the limits have not been completely explored.

The capacitance in the pi network tested was adjusted to

obtain the largest possible area of very small voltage

gradient, arid Figure XXXII is a picture of the result. This

figure also shox-^'S that the pi coupling network could be used

to obta.in nearly constant load voltage for an inductive load

of about 0.9 to 0.7 power factor. It is probable that the

slope of the constant voltage lines on the upper part of the

diagram could be changed to maintain nesirly constant load

voltage for any na.rrow range of la,gging power factors by ad-

justing the circuit param.eters. The map also shows that the

pi network can not be used to niaintain constant load voltage
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over a wide range of inductive loads. It. has been previously

explained that at exact match of the genei'ator characteristic

and the voltage map obtairied by assuming a constant load

voltag-- and referring the load admittance oack through a shunt

capacitor, a series capacitor, and another shunt capacitor is

not possible.

4.7 Load Specification

In a system v'here fault protection is to be obtained by

selective switching, a series element must be used In the

coupling network for an Induction generator. With a fixed

series capacitor, the maxlraum generator voltage required to

produce a constant voltage at the load occurs when the maxi-

mum power is being delivered to a unity power factor load.

For a constant load voltage, the maximum generator voltage

can be reduced by increasing the series capacitance.

Whether specified or not, there is a maximum voltage above

which it is not prudent to operate a given generator, and

how much series capacitance is required to stay below this

maximum voltage is determined by the maximum power to be

delivered at power factors near unity. This point on the

load requirement, the maxim.ura real power at a power factor

of 0.9 to 1.0, and the maximum allowable generator voltage

determine the size of the largest capacitor bank in the coup-

ling networki therefore it is Important not to make the spe-

cified load larger than is necessary. The minimum capaci-

tance across the generator terminals is fixed by the open-

circuit voltage. The size of the variable shunt capacitance.
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regardless of its location, and the size f the capacitor

across the load depend upon the specified condition cf

maximum reactive power occuring at the coadition of maxlrauni

real povJer. It is important to limit the "'':ad specification

to t>-. jse "^ J&6S that "v^rlll actually be encountered. A careless

specification of the design load may considerably in-^rease

the size, weight, and cost of the coupling network =^nd volt-

age regulator for an induction generator: the load specifi-

cation is more important In this case than it is for synchro-

nous generators.

^ • S Adapting the Pi Network to Automatic Control

In considering adapting the pi network to automatic

voltage control by changlr?..;^ the effective capacitance in one

branch by means of a d-c controlled saturable reactor in

parallel with the capacitor bank, the question of which

capacitance to control arises. The series capacitor is much

larger than either of the other two, and the full load current

flows through it; control in this branch is the least effec-

tive in terms of range of control in volts per pound of

reactor. Control of the capacitance shunted across the

generator terminals was proved to be Ineffective in the

laboratory, and this result is not surprising in retrospect.

The coupling network is supposed to cause an increase in

generator voltage sufficient to offset the Increase in volt-

age drop across the series capacitor as the load increases,

and this balancing process also works in reverse so that the

load voltage is insensitive to changes in the generator volt-

age. Figure XXXII illustrates this point. This diagram can
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also be used to determine what amount of capacitance must

be varied to malnt&in the load voltage constant. Either the

upper or lo^'er 200-volt line could be swept across the load

area If a capacitlYe suscepi-ance could be -^ntrolled over a

range ab -
:t equal to the maximum Inductive susceptance of

the load. If the capacitor so controlled were connected

across the load. An additional and equal amount of fixed

capacitance must also be coririacted across the load to use the

upper line, and the generator operates at a voltage much

higher than the load voltage in this case. To use the lower

200-volt line almost amounts to using the gamma network and

variable compensation to make the load always appear to be a

unity power factor load. However, since the Job can be done

using the 5 ohms of series capacitance, which is not the

best value for a gamma network, it is apparent that the size

of the series capacitive reactance is not so critical as the

mention of the gamma network might imply. Possibly, the

series capacitor can be smaller than is needed for a gamma

network by arranging to make the load appear inductive at

all times. It is possible that the generator could operate

at a voltage lower than the load voltage in this case.

Specif leal Ijj-, the generator shunt capacitance and series

capacitance should be adjusted until the desired load volt-

age line almost coincides with the 0.8 lagging power factor

locus on the load terminal admittance diagram. The 130-volt

load voltage line on Figure XVI is about in the right position.

Notice that the generator operates at about 120 volts in this

case. Then the shunt capacitor across the load must correspond
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to the vertical distance from the voltage line to the farthest

low point on the load range, which will be the point of maximum

load susceptance. This p<;-*fGits lihifting the load =jrea up and

down sr. that the load voltage line can pa r through any point

in t;;e 1 r.d area. It is expected that the optimum will be

found to be flat as it has been found to be in all ntliev cases.

This approach will probably lea<? to the coupling netvovVr of

least cost and weight, and it is suggested that the next ex-

perimental work should follow this approach through to deter-

mining the solution of least weight.

It was not expected by the authors that fixed element

regulation would be satisfactory without any variable range of

susceptance, but it was hoped to produce coarse regulation with

fixed elements so that the variable susceptance needed to pro-

duce find regulation would be appreciably reduced. The dis-

cussion above leads to the conclusion that the variable

susceptance needed is not appreciably reduced. The coarse

regulation concept should be abandoned.

4 . 9 Use of Trans foi'm.ers

It tray appear very inviting to use transformers to in-

crease the apparent admittance of the capacitors of systems

operating at voltage levels below the voltage at which the

size of capacitors becomes proportional to the K^7A rating

instead of the capacitance. This idea should be used

cautiously: when a short circuit occurs, the voltage across

the generator shunt capacitor and the series capacitor be-

comes very large which would increase the susceptance of
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transformers In these branches so that th. combination of

transformer magnetizing susceptance in pai-'allel with the capac-

itor connected to the secondare/ could form a blocking imper3ance,

This result might be desirable in the gen-r-iror shunt branch,

depend inr on the various parameters, but it should be avoided

in the series branch. Transformers can be used across the

load branch, and the transfoiTfiers function might be combined

Tfjith the saturable reactor function on one three-legged core

in this branch.

4.10 Regulator Element Characteristic

The element referred to here is the entire feedback loop.

This element monitors the load voltage and delivers a direct

current of the proper magnitude and direction to correct the

load voltage error. The field current of a synchronous gen-

erator must be increased to raise the load voltage. With a

saturable reactor in parallel with a capacitor in an induc-

tion generator coupling network, the direct current control-

ling the susceptance of the branch must decrease to increase

the effective capacitance of the branch and raise the load

voltage. The characteristics required for the two types of

generators are Just opposite. This fact will cause no dif-

ficulty when it is recognized s it is quite as easy to obtain

one characteristic as the other. The characteristics would

be the same if the saturable reactor were in series with the

capacitor being controlled, but the direct current would have

to be a maximum in order to achieve the largest effective

capacitance.
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4.11 Effect of PreqiieTicy and Voltage Up c:.' Size

The size and weight of the coupling network for an

Induction generator are oT the saine order of magnitude as -.he

size and weight of the generator itself, v-i.?::ich would be In-

tol':^pabl' except that a high-speed induction generator can be

less than half as large as an equivalent synchronous generator.

The size of the capacitors is important in terras of KVAR, not

in terms of farads. For a single capacitor, the reactive

power is equal to 2 x 3.14 x fCV^, it is apparent that the

physical size of capacitors is smaller in systems operating

at high frequency and high voltage. Fortunately, the induc-

tion generator itself is also best-suited to these same systems,

4 . 12 Harmonic Currents

No progress was made on the problem of reducing the

harmonic currents arising from the use of saturable reactors

except for discovering in the literature the means of avoiding

difficulty with harmonies that are multiples of 2 or 3 • Bear-

In mind that the fifth is the lowest harmonic that need be

encountered and that the susceptance of capacitors iiiureases

with frequency while the susceptance of inductors decreases

with frequency, it is possible to evaluate the effect of the

pi network in reducing difficulty with harmonic currents.

The circuit diagram of an induction generator system consists

of the familiar equivalent circuit of the Induction machine

connected to a coupling network and load. The voltage level

of steady state operation is determined by the non-linear

magnetizing susceptance of the generator and the susceptance
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of the capacitors in the coupling network, and the impetus to

operate is furnished by the negative resistance of the rotor.

There is neither a voltage ^lource nor a current source in the

circuit. The magnitude of the admittance ';f the coupling net-

work and vhe generator viewed from the load must equal the

magnitude of the load admittance at the fundamental frequency

since the current and voltage magnitudes are identical in

both directions from the load terminals. At the frequency of

the fifth hanrioniCp the capacitive susceptance of the admit-

tance looking toward the coupling network is five times greater

than its value at the fundamental frequency, and the magnitude

of the load susceptance is only 1/5 as large as its fundamental

value. Considering the reactor across the load terminals to

be a source of harmonic currents, it can be seen that 90 to

95 per cent of the hainnonic current will circulate harmlessly

in the pi networko Whether the pi network is sufficient

protection for the load and generator depends upon the

strength of the harmonic currents produced by the reator.

This point should be investigated.

If the pi network is not sufficient protection for the

load or generator, an additional small winding could be wound

on the core and connected to an inductor-capacitor series

tuned to the most troublesome harmonic frequency. If these

measures are not sufficient, a whole new area will have to

be investigated. Aside from the avoiding harmonic currents

of frequencies that are multiples of two or three time the

fundamental, the published literature sheds very little light

on this problem.





Chapter V

CONCLUSIONS

1. The generator charact-^rlstlc can be determined with

sufficient accuracy for design purposes bv the procedure

desc^. ibed in Article 2«1.

2. The method of analysis by mapping admittance and Impedance

loci to predict the effects of coupling network has been

verified.

3. With properly adjusted coupling network parameters,

serles-capacitor-coupled induction generators will produce

sustained short-slreuit currents large enough to actuate

selective switching for either polyphase or single phase low

Impedance faults,

4. Moderate unbalance of load among phases does not have a

serious effect upon load voltage If the load is coupled to an

Induction generator through a series capacitor.

5. The gamma network for coupling unity power factor loads

appears promising, and the laboratory results neither prove

nor disprove the value of this coupling network.

6. The pi network can be adjusted to maintain very nearly

constant load voltage over a narrow sector of inductive

power factors and a wide variation of real power, but fixed

capacitors in a simple configuration can not produce a nearly

constant load voltage over a wide sector of power factors

and a large range of real power.

7« When the pi network parameters are adjusted to the optimum

values for producing coarse voltage regulation, the magnitude
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of controllable susceptance needed to maintain exactly

constant load voltage is not appreciably reduced from the

magnitude required without a^iy coupling network other than a

single shunt capacitance and parallel reactor.

8. Load specification, because of its effect upon the size

of the coupling network elements, is more important for

Induction generators than for synchronous generators.

9. The coupling network size will be of the same order of

magnitude as the size of the induction generator unless some

entirely new idea is developed; therefore the only meaningful

way to compare induction generators and synchronous genera-

tors is to Include all the excitation and regulating equip-

ment as entirely changeable to the generator weight, size,

and cost.
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CHAPTER VI

IIBCQMMENDATIONS

Approach to Design Problem

1. The generator characteristic should he determined experi-

mentally aa the first step In designing a coupling network

and voltage regulator.

2. The mapping analysis should be used tc predict the effects

of proposed solutions to avoid wasted effort.

3. The load specification should be limited to those loads

that will actually be encountered, and the margin of system

stability and the requirement for starting motors should be

specified in some specific manner. Otherwise, the designer

will be required to use unnecessarily large capacitors.

Short-circuit Performance

4. That the magnlture of short-circuit currents produced by

induction generators with series capacitor coupling oan be

predicted should be verified experimentally. It should also

be proved that the type of load affects only the sub -transient

current

.

5. The load and reactive power division and short -circuit

performance of paralleled induction generators should be

Investigated.

Fixed -Element Regulation

6. In an application where frequency droop with load can be

and is tolerated to avoid the added weight or expense of a

frequency control, the coupling network should be adjusted to

caurie a compensating rise in voltage with Increased load.
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T. The efficacy of the gamma network cci.-lng for unity

power factor load voltage regulation should be Investigated

with more attention being given tc the precise load power

factor.

8. If tl'-; gamma network is to be used with a compensated

load, the load should be slightly overcompensated rather than

undercompensated

.

Automatic Voltage Control With Pi Network Coupling

9. The concept of coarse voltage regulation by means of

fixed capacitors should be abandoned.

10. The practicability of using a buck-boost voltage

regulator with the bridge rectifiers reversed for controlling

a saturable reactor shoul'5 be investigated.

11. In adapting the pi network to automatic control, the

saturable reactor should be uBed in parallel with the load

shunt capacitance.

12. The predicted worth of the pi network for protecting

the load and generator from harmonic currents should be

verified experimentally.

13. The automatic voltage regulator and coupling network of

fixed capacitors in a pi configuration with a d-c controlled

saturable reactor will probably have a minimum weight and

cost near the following adjustment of parameters:

Generator shunt capacitance: equivalent to the terminal

susceptance of the generator operating at rated voltage

and rated real power.

Series capacitances of susceptance equal to the radius of

the rated voltage arc on the generator characteristic
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plus 50 per cent.

Load shunt capacitances susceptance equal to 60 per cent of

the maximum load susceptance.

Load shunt d-c controlled saturable reaotvrr: range of control

of susceptance equal to maximum load susceptance.

The optimum is expected to be flat. This mode of operation

includes an exactly resonant load shunt branch and the current

should be investigated. If the resistance of the reactor is

too small to impose a reasonable limit, the resistance should

be increased, or the load shunt capacitance can be increased

and the other capacitances adjusted as necessary.

l4. The system of minimum weight should be determined and

compared with the equivalent synchronous generator and exciter

at appropriate frequencies.

15» If the comparison favors the induction generator, the

problem should be assigned to a development facility. There

is no problem blocking the creation of a successful design,

except possibly the problem of harmonic currents.

Use of Transformer Action to Increase Effective Capacitance

16. The use of transformers to increase the operating voltage

level of capacitors in order to save weight and cost should be

considered only with due regard for the possibility of resonance

between the transformer magnetizing susceptance and the capaci-

tors at high voltages, particularly at the voltages to be

encountered under short-circuit conditions.
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APPENDIX A

SUPPLEMENTARY INTRODUCTION

A-1 Minimum Magnetizing Sasceptance

The relation between the generator terminal voltage and

the value of the capacitive reactance X^ in Figure XXXIII is

shown by the diagram of Figure XXXIV, The generator voltage

is determined by the Intersection of the generator magnetiza-

tion curve and the straight line with a slope equal to X^.

This is a diagram in the frequency domain: the straight line

would have to represent an integral relation in the time

domain, which is not possible. The diagram is not entirely

valid because it implies that both the voltage and the magne-

tizing current are sinusoidal, but it illustrates the existence

of a minimum magnetizing susceptance. Notice that If Xq were

greater than X^, the voltage would collapse. B,J, the recipro-

cal of Xq, is called the minimum magnetizing susceptance.

Notice that it is not possible to maintain a steady voltage

less than V^j^^^ because operation of the generator is not stable

at any smaller voltage. This explains the dashed line of

minimum voltage on Figure XIX.
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Figure XXXIII. Circuit diagram. Plb'tr^e XXXIV. Relation ox

capacitance and voltage.

Figure XXXIV shows that the generator voltage would change if

the value of X^ were changed, but it does not indicate what

effect the magnitude R ha3 upon the generator voltage.

Several methods of analysis (l4, 15, l8, and 24) have been

developed to predict the conditions of operation, including

generator voltage, for an induction generator connected to

any generalized load« Of these, the Priauf method (24) ii?

the simplest.

A-2 Friauf Method

Starting with the equivalent circuit of an induction

machine as shown in Figure XXXV, the following relations are

derived %
T, ^ +j X,

FTi
-•A/—niCr—

L.

1
Lo^D

I -f- I_ + I =0
1 2 m

E( Yi + Y2 - jBm ) =

Yi = - Y2 + JBm

Y2 = l/(r2/s + jxg)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
Figure XXXV. Equivalent
circuit of induction machine.

Notice that the slip is negative. It can be shown that the

locus of Y2 on an admittance diagram is a semicircle of radius
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equal to l/gXg as shown on Figure XXXVI. \^ Is a function of

the air gap voltage E as shown In Figure XXXVII.

+-jB
t

E

Figure XXXVI. Locus of ¥9. Figure XXXVII. Bj^-E plot.

If all the circuit parameters are known, the air gap voltage

map on an admittance diagram can be constructed as shown in

Figure XXXVIII. The relation of the admittance vectors is

shown in Figure XXXIX. For any arbitrary load.

I3B

Figure XXXVIII. Air gap
voltage map.

Figure XXXIX. Relation of
admittance vectors.

the value of the admittance Y^ can be computed, the air gap

voltage can be determined from the voltage map of Figure

XXXVIII, and the generator voltage and load voltage can be

calculated by linear circuit analysis.

Simplicity is the virtue of this method, but the method

gives a picture of conditions at the air gap Instead of con-

ditions at the generator terminals. This latter picture could
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be obtained by conforrrial mapping and shift i.np; to account

for r]_ and xi In a manner analogoui^: to the analysis lised

herein to detenninethe effect of coupl5.iiK networks. The

authors prefer to determine the generator terminal charac-

teristic c.irectly Instead of the circuit parameters when the

generator is available to be tested, but knowledge of the

Priauf method is required to understand the effect of machine

characteristics upon the terminal characteristics.

A-3 Series Coupling

If only shunt capacitance is used to couple the load to

the generator as shown in Figure XXXIII, v short circuit

across the load terminals also shorts the capacitor, and the

generator voltage collapses. A series element is used to

limit the short-circuit current to prevent this voltage col-

lapse. Series capacitor couplln^^ was Investigated by Swift

(21), and series inductor coupling was studied by Goode,

Hoffman, and Searle (20). The basic test circuits are

illustrated in Figure XL(a) and (d). The approach used in

both investigations was to plot the admittance Y]^ as viewed

from the air gap on the air gap voltage map as shown in parts

(b) and (e) of Figure XL. The qualitative variation of load

voltage with load current Is shown in parts (c) and (f).

Notice that either method of coupling imposes a power limit

upon the generator and coupling network. Notice also that the

open-circuit point ip above the short-circuit point with in-

ductor coupling and below with capacitor coupling. The two

points are marked SC and OC on the diagrams. Most leads are
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inductive loads In any power system, and the coupling used

with the generator should be suited to this type of load.

Realizing that the generator voltage will collapse whenever

the Y^ admittance locus crosses the arc of minimum voltage

because me imaginary part of Y, has become less than the

minimum magnetizing susceptance, it can be seen fron Figure

XL that inductive loads will not cause voltage collapse with

properly adjusted inductor coupling. On the other hand, the

voltage would collapse at point B with capacitor coupling.

Series capacitor coupling tends to maintain the load

voltage constant because the excitation of the generator is

increased as the current through the series capacitor is in-

creased; this is the principal advantage of series capacitor

coupling. Actually, the effect of the capacitor coupling is

somewhat more complicated than this statement suggests, but

the tendencv to Improve the voltage variation can be obtained,

However, it has been believed by some that highly inductive

low impedance faults would result in voltage collapse, i.e.,

that the transient path would cross the minimum voltage arc.

The authors do not agree with this opinion. The reactance of

the fault is of no importance if it is much smaller than the

reactance of the series capacitor.

Inductor coupling prevents voltage collapse due to low

power factor inductive loads when the circuit parameters are

properly chosen, but it has many disadvantages. First, the

reactor must pass the full load current and must be a low im-

pedance. The generator should be operated Just above the
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minimum voltage arc, not far up in the ^8. iratlon region. The

load voltage is equal to the generator voltage at open circuit,

and this point should be below the saturation region. The

short-circuit point raust be below the oper^- circuit point and

above thv, minimum voltage arc: this imposes a severe power

limit on the system. The reactor decreases the excitation cf

the generator as the current through it increases, and tends

to cause the voltage level to drop as the load increases.

Inductor coupling is not entirely satisfactory.

A-4 Saturable Reactor Control of Voltage

Sharp and Walters (22) used inductor coupling with a

d-c controlled saturable reactor in parallel with the shunt

capacitor and, with manual control of the direct current, were

able to control the load voltage by varying the effective sus-

ceptance of the parallel combination of the shunt capacitor

and the saturable reactor. The system was not entirely sat-

isfactory because of low efficiency and difficulty with

harmonic currents. The authors believe that the efficiency

would not necessarily be too low in a system designed from

the beginning to operate in this manner, but that the diffi-

culty with harmonic currents is a valid objection. Furthermore,

a relatively large saturable reactor and a series Inductor add

very considerably to the weight and size of the system,

A- 5 Other Methods of Voltage Control

Synchronous condensers Immediately come to mind as the

commonest means of variable capacitance. The KVA rating of

the synchronous condenser to supply reactive power in this
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system would be nearly the same as the KVA rating of the

induction generator.

/Another method that has been tested uses a saturable

Inductor with a sharply breaking magnetization curve In

parallel v.: 1th the load. This acts as a bypass valve that

prevents the load voltage from exceeding the saturation volt

age. This chopper action makes the load voltage have the

appearance of a square wave.
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Appendix B

DETAILS OF PROCEDURE

B-1 Initial Excitation or the Generator

Statements have been published aboul -xoltlng the Induc-

tion generator that are contrary to the experience of the

present writers. It was never necessary to connect the

generator to another voltage source, to flash the generator to

magnetize the rotor ^ nor to charge the capacitors in order to

excite the generator initially. It was found, however, that

it was generally necessary to connect a greater amount of

capacitance to the generator to excite it initially than was

required to operate it in the normal voltage range. After

some experience, the authors adopted the practice of connect-

ing a small amount of excess capacitance through a separate

switch in one phase directly across the generator terminals.

When the generator rotor had been brought up to speed, this

extra capacitance was switched on to initiate the voltage

rise and switched off when the voltage began to rise. Other

circuit elements had previously been adjusted to determine the

steady operating condition reached at the end of the voltage

rise. This practice was successful when one precaution was

observed I the generator had to be disconnected suddenly when

it was turned off so that the voltage would not decay slowly

and demagnetize the rotor. When the extra capacitance is not

sufficient, the generator can usually be excited by increasing

its speed. In extreme cases, an extra bank of capacitors was

connected to all three phases in delta. Another voltage source
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was never used to exclt the Induction gener'ator; therefore,

it would not be necessary to have another voltage source

available aboard ships ncr in aircraft.
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C-3 bOiiiTiary of Data and Galoulatlona for Oanima Network Teat

C-3(a) Gamma Network with Traneformerti , , , , .

Test Glroait No. 2 T. ' -^ - "

Date; Id February lsjb4 ; .%i V^

Mn
wsMSSsaamm

Ru '^T.ava. V^ave.
'^^mr^ ^lin* ^*» « «• 'n/ll i n» :4*-. /i -V .~<'- ^^JBH

No.
r c gen 1 ine 0-2 w' i i ne

'>^-;^''*r-':V:r»:i3i^llH
volts ' >lts olts amps. o^ima

,^a^hr\.:..*L^iliSIBl!^^Il?-^)i
6-1 149 0,9 153 „« •

BB^^^&wjIta^'' * 5^^

6-2 142 33 149 1.73 19.05 11 seta on this page: "Kl^ljyh
6*3 167 74 182 3.66 20.25

"* i^tfCi ;^fTHW

6-4 189 127 218 6.20 20.50 Hun No. Nominal Conduotanoe
6-5 148 0.9 150

any-1

(mho)

0.0333 \J|iiJ ^^4Kto4'^8-1 156 U.5 154 -- -2
d-2 140 2o. 3 145 1.60 15.8 ^ -w'Ol^lfcP'ti- . 0666 ^ifV* 5* '*?r^^s2ii
6-3 157 6u.5 170 3.63 16.7 '

**f^ 0.1000 ^,%n.;v.^!^
c-4 lo6 lui. b 208 6.20 16.4

- < ^:'h^<kim
9-1 14y 0.8 150 0.3 ._

>; \.'
v^!^

W-2 lol. 5 37,2 l56 1.8, 20.65
d-o Id2 88.6 203 4.1 21.6

179 - 25 - -^-^^^-W^i*-4 note — 217 -- -- Vr r 171 -
9-5 182 ba.6 202 4.1 21.6 Transl'ori.ier in resonance v^*^^,
9-6 -— -- 217 -- -- with series oapacitor. _^''^v!^

li:Fi^.-ifl!

10-4 156 0.4 156 0.3 — Conduotanoe same as '^^^^S^
lU-o 132. 3 1;^.3 134 1.5 12.85 for runs 1 through 4 f^^^^^^^Hnlu-6 143. 5 'x2.4 151 3.2 13.20 In otncr seta •^*^'5mC^I§
I0r7 164 74.1 177 5.5 13.40 -»/*:v.^>5jot?

W^^^^11-1 160. 5 0.5 181 0.6 (17.7)
11-2
11-3

16^.

.

167
.5 24. 5

49.5
163
174

l.§5
3.74

1E.58
13.1i2 '^^mSl^^^^S^11-4 179. 5 80.0 194 6.00 13.31 f«s^<*.iri2[s:»^>«3r ^ivsi^j^B

12-1 Ic31 0.68 181 0.33 .'^ ' Date: 26 yebruary 1354 kM
12-2 169. 3 31.7 174 »w . l.'v.d5 V.
12-3 133. 7 71.9 195 4.1 17.51 ': Z'.'Ti^^H^^J^iH^ri.^^OLarTrMfldm
l.'.-4 19-.. 7 109.6 220 6.53 ,16.30 ^^^w^Su^^JSm:^ ':k

14-1 214. 3 1.03 205 0.3 -- li^'^^^fiy^Bn-aJflj*^" * '^'^

14-2 IS"/. 7 47.0 205 2.3 20.45 " /;r -^^
4 j^rf'^j^B^^^EHB^^WBMhaj^Jalfc^BK^ ^^-MtSSl

14-3 167 94.3 210 4.2 r,2.4 ,"*.".-.'iS
14-4 203 100 226 4.6 ni.70 *vf'»^;--.it,-?^'^[^'^j^r.- ^;rai^'t-f%«2^=ai^

ciee ?-3(a) orijinal aata Tor sot 13. resonance between tne serlea
capacitor und tne trani,forraer in one p:.:\t.e in this set. Th* testa
include data to show that thit was local resonance.
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4J-3(b) Gamma Ketwork without Transformers
Taat Clrouit No, 3
Data: Data Taken 5 Maroh 1954

^.V..

V^ave y^ave I Nominal I„/V, Nominal I«/V

15-1 169 lee

lo-3 205 ld4
15-4 229 205

16-1 185 184
16-2 IBl 179
lJ-3 li^y 190
16-4 221,5 202

194,3 61
205.7 98

4.34 0,0222 0,0223
•• 0.0333 —

184,8 0.4
179,2 26 2.03 0.0111 0.0113
190 54.7 4.24 0.0222 0.0223
202 85 — 0.0333 0.—

0,0689

0.0768
If

0,0711

J^. '.'tji\*'

0.0701
0.U341

0.0768 0,— >,

176.5 £3.8 1.99 0.0111 0.0114 -

186 49.5 4.16 0.0220 0.0223 t?

19 9 7a.7 — 0.0330 --

1^-1 186 la^.;^ 0.4 :':;. —

.

17-2 179 176.5 £3.8 1.99 0.0111 0.
17-3 194 186 49.5 4.16 0.0220 0.'
17-4 215 199 7a.7 — 0.0330 --

18-1 187 187 ' 0.4 P
ia-2 176 175 21.6 1.97 O.Olll 0.1
ld-3 189 182.5 45.5 4.0d 0.0:322 0.<
ld-4 2Uj^.D 196.7 71.0 — 0.0333 —

0.0833 —
vi-*if 0.0836
WyWr 0.0841

175 21.6 1.97 0.0111 0.0113
182.5 45.5 4.0d 0.0:322 0.0224

0.089b
0.0941
o.Od**y

Hun No.
Vpmaximam (Tolts)
V^iniaaia (volts) •

Vi-initial (volts)

Overvolta^e (volts) ;^'

-: t^) -.jap

Undervoltage (volte)
(*) ..

805.7 202 199 196
180.3 179.2 176.5 175

18
196.7

184.8 186

i' 17.7
• 9.4

17.2
9.3

Range (volts)
(^)

Half range (volts)

^13.5

i/* 12 .

7

22.

8

12.3

11.4
6.2

a^##. «-•.

13
7.4

82.5
12.5

11.3
6,3

12
6.4

21.7
11.8

YjjoaiX - Vpinlt

Vpinit - Vjjnln

Vjjiiax - Vjpinln

,.M
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G-4io) Jaiiirua !;«tworlc (iicriea Capacitor Coupling) .Uthout Tranaformere
Teet GlPouit No, 3. ,

Unbaiancod Load Test: ^•^-l^^ir.

Open-cirouit; fJphase ^^ infinite
]

One-third load: 0.0111 mho per phase,. A <

Two-thirds lond:0,0222 mho per phase..

3

Full load: 0.0333 mho per phase C

Ijcampie: Load CAA means d^ s 0.U333 mho, G.
Sa b . . 0111 mto ?°,^^,

_»*

Frequency for eaoh run - 60.0 .r;

Phase order of load
Designation: BC, CA, A£.

s 0,0111 nho, and

MM.
tileries oapacitanoe ohosen so that B z 0,0<333 mho per phase at 60 ops
This value is constant for all runs. i

Spread s Ypmaximum - y^minimum (for each run).

Numbers tabulated below are voltages*
;

• • . . . .

^f-- ••J.

'^'^ ^ffcn Vrbo V.oa V-.ab Y_ave Load Spread Change from
^ r r r

Initial value of Vpave
20-1 ItfO lb8.5 189 188.5 188.7 000 0.5
20-2 181 177.5 175.5 179.5 177.5 AAA 4.0
20-3 197 188.5 186.5 187.5 187.

b

BBB 2.0
20-4 218 201 198.5 199.5 19J.7 GCC 2.5

20-5 214 193.5 198.5 205.5 199.3 CCB 12.0
20-6 211 188.5 197 208 197.5 CCA 19.5
20-7 217 188.5 204 214.5 202.3 CCO 26.0

20-8 207 184.5 204.5 207 188.8 CBO 22.5
20-9 199 182.5 207.5 198.5 196.2 CAO 25.0
20-10 199 189 215.5 198 200.2 COO 26.5

20-11 191 185
20-12 183 182

200.5 190.5 192.2 BOO 15.5
189 184.5 185.2 AGO 7.0

20-13 187 186,5 185 187.5 186.2 000

Test of Effect of No Frequency He^julationi

11.2 minus
1.2 minus

11.0 plus

10.6 plus
8.8 plus

13.6 plus

0.1 plus
7.5 plus

11.5 plus

3.5 plus
S.5 minus
2.5 minus

21-3 21-4 22-1 22-2 22-3 22-4 82-5Run 21-1 21-2 21-3 21-4 22-1 22-2 22-3 22-4 82-5
Frevj. .

ops 60.00 60.00 60.00 60.00 60.00 59.12 58.25 57.08 56.02
BPU 920 925 930 935 920 910 903 691 678
Volts
Vysve 187 175 186.3 199.5 188 154 154 164.7 172
Vgen 188 179 196 217.5 187.5 155- 159 160 199
Load Total conductance of three phases,
(J 0.0333 0,0666 0.1000 0.0333 0.0666 0.1000 0.133:

164.7 172

0.0333 0.0666 0.1000 0.13336





IH C; TA FR'^M V^LT/'GF. RFOT'L/TI'^N '^'ITH FIXED FLKMK'ITS

Ave. Ave. Ave. P. F. G

V-I u i^ /r;j*is«r v^ Vi. Vu vi_ vyx

23-1 221 211 7.96 .9931(1 .0^4 .0<5 .0074 .00
23-2 219.5 209 .

3

^.^5 .98 Id .0547 .055 .0033 .00194
23-3 21f 209.6 A. 53 .97 Id .0373 .0372 .0083 .00128
23-A 215 210 3.1 .95 Id .0256 .0253 .00625 .OO3A
23-5 213 209.6 1.5 .943ld .0124 .01225 .00414 .00194
23-^ 2^9.3 209.6 12.0 .90 Id .039^ .09 .0434 .3415
23-7 19^.5 200.3 1.5 — . — . .012''2 -. -.33296
;0-8 16^.3 189.5 2.9 1.00 .02^6 .025 - — -.3396
2.^-9 I9B.f 199. '^ 3.0 .9991d .02^1 .0:^55 .0037 -.3352
-^3-10 213.6 210.2 3.2 .988ld .0252 .0-^1 .J0495 .3346
23-11 "33 219.8 3.6 .845 Id .0249 .02^5 .0158 .0104
23-12 254 221.8 A.

9

.61 Id .025 .02^4 .0323 .0277
23-13 2^9.3 217 ^.^ .4 25 Id .0252 .02'^7 .0515 .3455
23-14 -^79 207.3 8.9 .33 Id .0243 -- .0'^97 --
23-15 290.3 19^.7 11.0 .2531d .0254 — .3^73 --
2J-lf 191 197 .33 .98 Ig .0044 .00213 -.00038 -.00192
23-17 200.3 -"05 .37 1.00 .0042 .00231 -- -.30137
23-18 211.1 210.3 .33 .93 Id .00412 .0026 .000325 -.30038
23-19 212.2 213 .4 .9921d .004 07 .00324 .000814 . 33034
23-20 220.2 216.5 .5 .7071d .004 .00356 .004 .00132
23-21 227.7 220.5 .73 .386ld .00393 .004 04 .00944 .00418
23-22 235.8 224.1 1.4 .2551d .00336 .^050 .0147 .33933
-3-0A 25B.3 225.2 3.95 .1151d .00335 • — — .0331 ^ —
23-25 270.3 218.7- ^.12 . D76ld .00396 -- .0515 --
?3-2^ 280.3 212.5 7.8 .06 Id .00407 -- .0^<8 --
23-27 289.9 201.8 10.02 .048ld .0043 — .0936 --

23-28 293 197.7 10.33 .044ld .004 38 -> .3933 --

23-29 183 138.3 1.6 1.00 .01338 .OI3A -- -.00*^36
25-30 193.3 19^.7 1.^7 I. 00 .0132 .0124 — -.00454
23-31 211.3 209.5 i.a — — .0149 — --

23-32 -"30.

8

'^19.8 ^.2 .7A51d .0158 .0153 .3142 .00315
23-33 242.7 223.3 3.0 .56 Id .01477 .31^3 .32175 .0167
-3-3A 25A.7 222.3 4.05 .42 Id .0143 .01^2 .0319 .027
23-35 -^^8.8 ^17.8 ^.^5 .2 34 Id .01515 -- .051 --

-3-3f 279.2 ^09.2 8.3 .19''ld .0141 --
. 0735 ---

-^3-37 290.5 197.3 10.83 .1331d .01315 -- .3984 --

23-38 185.3 138.2 4.6 1.00 .0396 .0414 -- -.00395
'^3-39 199.2 198.5 4.3^ 1.00 .0^01 .042 -- -.00518
-^'-40 219.7 211.8 5.3^ .934ld .0405 .043^ .3332 .3346
-3-AI 243.5 218.3 5.97 .848ld .0405 .0432 .0254 .0193
23-42 --51.5 218.3 ^^.42 .776ld . 3405 .0432 .3329 .027
23-43 2f0.8 216.8 7.10 .6921d .0406 .0426 .3425 .3373
23-44 2^9.2 212.8 8.01 .5951d .040^ .0424 .355 .3495
23-A5 279.8 202.8 9.79 .458ld .0404 .0418 .3734 .3724
23-4^ 283.5 194.5 11.59 .378ld .0401 • ^ ^ .3932 —
23-47 29^.2 131.8 13. A5 .307 Id .0405 -- .126 --

23-48 195.5 194.7 ^.2 — .052 .0546 -- -.3377
23-49 201.5 199.2 ^.27 — .0522 .0542 -- - . 3357
23-50 22^.2 212 ^.72 .9821d .0522 .0544 .0098 .0031
23-51 231.8 214.7 ^.87 .9^Ald .0522 .0542 .0145 .0115
23-52 238.5 21^.7 7.07 .9431d .0521 .0539 .0134 .017

•

'' ^^y^^.^lv..«H r -Ifc- .' .
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C-4 JSM'^^TH DATA i'TiOU Vf^LTAGE RECJULATION '7ITH FIXED .'LE^ENTS

Ave. Ave. Ave. P.F. .0 _ '•" B B
Run Vg ^L

''

^L
-£se«. x^n Xl/I-oc X<^^yT X.v/J/J

VdT la j^ Vrji^r^^* v^ V^ VL V. U
?3-53 249.8 217 7.52 .366ld .052 .0546 .0299 .0249
P3-5A 258 214.7 8.07 .7951d .0522 .0543 .0399 .0351
?3-55 270.7 209.5 9.21 .700Id .0521 .0535 .058 .0543
?3-56 279.7 202.3 10.36 .5721d .0522 .0538 .075 .0704
23057 237.3 190.5 12.04 .4^41d .0527 .0543 .1005 .095
?3-58 29A.3 181.8 13.79 .3861d .049 — .117 - —

?3-59 203.7 199.7 7.17 -•> .0^17 .062 • — -.0065
?3-^0 ^14.2 205.7 7.39 .9991d .061^ .0*^22 .001^9 .0018
23-<^l 2?^.

7

211.7 7.'^7 .99 Id .0615 .0'^2 .0032 .00933
?-5-^? ^39.5 ^13.8 7.95 .96 Id .0^17 .062 .0179 .01335
23-^3 246.8 215.2 8.23 .93 Id .0615 .0'^16 .025 .0243
23-''A 259 213 3.85 .834ld .0611 .0''19 .0406 .0377
23-^5 270.8 207.8 9.7 .7321d .0616 .0609 .0577 .0533
P3-^^ 277.8 201.8 10.78 .^441d .0^15 .0^13 .0732 .0710
23-^7 28^.2 19-^.3 12.22 .5441d .0^16 .0^16 .0955 .0912
^3-^8 291.2 185 13.32 .4821d .0''16 .0^24 .1125 .103
^3-^9 295 130 14 . 09 .444ld .0617 — .1249 - —
23-70 207.3 202 3.23 -- .0673 .0705 — -.00742
^;-71 -^17.5 207.2 3.49 -- .0^73 .0705 — -.00037
23-7? 234.8 212.8 3.87 .985 .0683 .071 .0132 .0125
23-73 248 213.3 9.21 .946ld ..0^33 .0705 .0252 .0251
23-7A 260.7 211.2 9.36 .3531d .0^32 .0725 .0410 .03^^!

23-75 268.7 206.2 10.47 .766ld .0^T8 .0704 .0571 .0527
23-76 278.3 197.3 11.^5 .^5 id .0677 .0791 .0791 .065
23-77 288.5 184.3 13.39 .5351d .0^3^^ .069 .1033 .105
23-78 293 179.2 14.31 .4 3? Id .0'^31 .0712 .124 .119
23-79 217.3 205.7 10.30 -- .J31 .036 — - . 0037
23-80 232.3 211.2 10.47 .9951ci .0321 -- .00321 --
23-81 243.8 212 10.77 .96 Id .0824 • ^ ^ .01715 --
2 3-32 253.7 21? 10.77 .94 Id .0n5 (« .0294 --

23-^3 '^^1.7 209 .

2

11.09 .39 Id .0812 — * .0414 --
23-3A 270 203.3 11.55 .32 Id .0315 .0572 --

23-85 278 197 12.40 .7331d .0816 -- .0746 --

?3-8^ 237 13^.7 13.67 .^3 Id .031^ -- .1005 --

23-37 294.3 177 14.93 ..5471d .0814 -- .1243 --

23-88 226.7 209.2 11.40 -- .094 -- .

'

-- --

2 3-39 '37.7 211.3 11.53 .9991d .0939 __ '. .00903 --

23-90 P49.2 211.2 11.67 .9b21d .0939 -- -< .0131 --

23-91 259 203.3 11.91 .9421d .0938 -~
;. .0336 --

23-92 270 203.5 1'.43 .374ld .0938 .0521 —
23-93 277.7 195.5 13.10 .7951d .0936 ^ .0716 --

23-9A 290 131.2 14.70 .''231d .0^33
.L.,.*-t*.
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^ Appendix E

_S_UPPLEMENTARY DISCUSSION

None.
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7-1 Machine Data

lAL DATA RiiCORDb
'n — ^^ V'*i.W^"t

* -^
'• -

Name Plate Data of Induotion klachlne and Driving Motor '
.

Induction Motor, Westlnghouae Type OS - UIT No. 704
Frame 4850 Serial 4884645 Style 690210 7.5 H.P.
220 volts, 60 cycle, 3 phaae, ^0^ 0. temp, rise 100^ load 1 hr.
RPM 1710 - 1130 - 860 - 570
Poles 4 - 6 - 8-10
Amperes Id. 7 - 1^.3 - 25.3 - 33.8
Operated as induction e^enerator with 8 poles 900 - 1000 RPM

r

MIT No. 37 Form A17 Serial 930404 Type RFIOA ^^
220 Tolts, 30.4 amperes, 7,5 open intermittent H.P. ^'\
400/1350 RPM 50O C. temp, rise 2 \ra.
Operated as D-C shunt motor to drAvs induotion generator.

f^f '
^'^

U. "*,->.

-lol-

•
'^
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WTv T««t Glpouit Wo. 3 Not«: Data for thrae phaaaa tabulatad
vartlaally.

olta volts§ff» volt a vo ABpa. op a
Noalnal Nominal
Conduct, iiuaoapt*

15-1 189 187
phase oa. .188..
phaaa ab..l89..

1&-2 18« 179.6
180.5
181

15-3 205 194.5
193 "i

mi^^^-:2SSl 195
15-4 S29 204.5

203mmxi^ 206.5

16-1 185 184
1^4.5
186

16-2 181 180
177.5
180

lo-3 199 190
188.5
191

16-4 £21.5 201.5
202

'«^2m.'*^1S 202

17-1 186

17-2 179

186
175.5
185.5
175.5
175.5
176
185.5
185.5
166.5
199.5
198.5
200

0.5
...0.4
. ..0.4
29.2
26.2
29.4
62
57
62

100
92

102

0.5
27.0
24.5
26.5
56.8
51.0
55.8
88
82
85

0.5
0.4
0.4
22.5
22.1
22.0
51.8
46.5
50.5
80
74
81

60.08

3.52 60.01
3.51
3.53
7.68 60.00
7.38
7,52

ahunt 60.15

60.05

3.53 60.00
3.51
3.53
7.43 60.00
7.22
7.38
8hunt60.00

mho

0.0110
0.0110
o.ouo
0.0222
0.0221
0.0222
0.0332
0.C3325
0.03335

mho
0.0698

0.0111
0.0111
0.0111
0.0222
0.0221
0.0221
0.0333
0.03355
0.03333

3.43
3.42
3.50
7.29
7.15
7.22

ahunt

59.99

60.00 0.0111
0.0111
0.0111

60.00 0.0222
0.01225
0.02225

60.00 0.0333
0.03335
0.03333

0.0768

D-C Motor
^4a ^arm

231 4.5

230 9.8

226 17.9

226 29.2

232 4.4

231 9.5

229 17.1

227 27.8

0.0633 231 4.4

230 9.3

229 46.4

226 25.6

\^i'

• ,, J

«.v

-/o6-
''^ I

/
i'« *.

'..





r*3(b) D«tft eontlnued* • .• ,T r* ^'N .'M' , ,. .% •',iF

Run
Ho. Y

^g^n ^r ^o ^Iln« ^'*<1* Nominal Nominal D-C UoXor
Yolts Tolts YOlta amps* ops oonduat.Susoept. V. I

' . .' mho mho ^° •^

18-1 167 188 0.5
167 0.4
187 0.4

18-2 176 173.5 28.5
173.5 20.3
176

18-3 189 162
162
164

18-4 20;^. 5 195
195
197

22.0
47
42.5
46.7

3.40
3.40
3.45
7.14
5.98
7.10

73.5 Shunt
67 • -

72.5 •

60.00

60.00 0.0111
0.0111
0.0111

60.00 0.0222
0.0222
0.0222

60.00 0.0333
0.03335-
0.03335

0.0B96 232 4.3

231 9.0

230 15.7

229 25.6

F-3(o) Preliminary data. Test Clrouit No. 3, 12 March 1954.

19-1 219

19-2 197

19-3 181

19r4 189

19-5 187

19-6 193

19-7 187

19-8 200

202
199.5
201

5 166.5
187
169.5
176
176.5
178.5
188
187.5
190
191
181.5
183
200
187.5
165
lb7.5
179
181
202.5
190
183.5

shunt 60.00

24.0
24.3
0.4
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.5

25.1
0.5
0.5
53
25.6
24.8
50.0
28
25.9
80

7.34
7.23
7.31
3.47
3.45
3.45

£.08

2.20
4.11

4.20
5.27
3.59
5*48
7.22
3.68
7.70

60.00

60.00

60.00

60.00

60.00

60.00
60.00

60.00

0.0333
0.03335
0.03335
0.0222
0.02225
0.02225
0.0111
0.0111
0.0111

0.0111

0.0221
0.0111
0.0111
0.02225
0.0111
0.0111
0.03335

0.0633 228 27.6

230 18.8

232 9.5

233 4.5

232 6.2

232 6.3

232 11.6

231 14.6

Balanoed load for runs 19-1 to 19-4. '

Phase ab load unbctlanoed for runs 19-5 to 19-6.

BHLSters reoonneoted after this set so that thay Indloatad only
current in one particular phase.

.
"^ '
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7-3(o) Original Data, aaoma Network (Sarlaa Capacitor Coupling)
Without Tranaforaera, Unbalancad Load Taat and Taat
Without fraquanoy Regulation.

^

See praTloua pa^e for prellalnary data for thla taat«

Taat Circuit No. 3. Data: 12 March l^tA, ^.Hf*^^: / a^':M.

i

Runs 20-1 to 20-13 are the unbalanced load runa. The load
was inoraased by inoremants of 0.011 mho in eaoh phosa with
the three phases balanced. Th^j load was removed by decreasing «»< ^

the load in eaoh phase in succession by the same inorenents. .^^
Phase ab was unloade to open-circuit while the other two ^'v-^-^^
phases were fully loaded, than the other two phases were '%i^^'%'
unloaded one at a tioa, '"i li^ »*'v

pnases were ruiiy loaded, than the other two phases were '^r**^. iif'

unloaded one at a tioa, '"-t &^»'v

Let 21 is for balanced con dlt lone and with ttie frequency ^Z**^^/
maintained at 60 ops. Set 22 la for balanced conditions, ..^>jf ^"..iK
but the frequency was not regulated. ^-i^^'^

* T-*, ^^I*^/^';'

Run No.

^bc !°^o!

^oa (»^o)
CJj^b (mho)

20-1 20-2 20-3 20-4 20-5 20-6 20-7 20-8 '

0.0111 0.0222 0.0333 0.0333 0.0333 0.0333 0.0333 'J^l
0.0111 0.0222 0.0338 0.0332 0.0332 0.0332 0.0221 |J^.<
0.0111 0.0222 0.0333 0.0222 0.0112 ^'M

B^Q (mho) 0.0833 0.0833 0.0833 0.0833 0.0833 0.0833 0.0833 0.0833 -,y^

Bab (mho) 0.u833 0.0633 0.0833 0.0833 0.0833 0.0833 0.0833 0.0833 .

Ypbo (volts) 188.5 177.5 188.5 201 193.5 188.5 188.5 184.5
Vpca (voltsj 189 175.5 186.5 198.5 198.5 197 804 204.5
Vpab (volts) 188.5 179.5 187.5 199.5 205.5 208 214.5 207

Vn t^°l^«) 1«0
fm%

Vobc (volts)
VQca (volte)
Vgab (volts)

Freq. (cps)
BPU

Ibc (amp»)
loa (amps)
I^t) (emp.)

y^Q (volts) 232

-^arm i*^*) ^

0.44 25.2
0.48 24.7
0.53 24.9

60*0 60.0
920 925

60,0
930

80 77.5 74
81 81 80
84 60 29.0

60.0 60.0 60.0
935

75.5 73.5
88
0.60 0.57 5\?^

60.0 60 .0 J^

1.99 4.19 6.72 6.48
2.00 4.22 6.62 6.52
2.02 4.25 6.76 4.60

6.48 6.30 6.42 6.20 :^\i{

6.52 6.68 6.78 4.60 kJ?^

9.5 16.7 27.85 23.4

8.40

20.6

130 231 p^

18.5 15.4

-10 8-





y-3(o) Data continued.

Run no.

Gbo (mho)

?o« (»ho)
Gab itaho)

Bbo (Bho)

%a (mho)
Bab (fflho)

20-9 20-10 20-11 20-12 20-13

0.0333 0.0333
0.0111

0.0633 0.0633
0.0633 0.0633
0.0833 0.0633

0.0222

0.0633
0.0633
0.0333

185
200.5
190.5

0.0111

0.0833 0.0833
0.0833 0.0833
0.0833 0.0833

182 166.5
169 185
184.5 187.5

25.2 0.42
0.48 0.48
0.51 0.52

Vpbo volt.) 182.

5

169 185 182 166.
Vpoa volt8)207.5 215.5 200.5 169 185
V^ab (olt.)li^8.5 1W8 190.5 184.5 187.

^gen (olt8)199 199 191 183 187

VobO (^olts) 72.5 74.5 53 25.2 0.4i
vO°! r'^ii'l ^^*^ °-^^ 0.50 0.48 0.4^Voab (volts) 0.55 0.55 0.52 0.51 0.5;

ITraq. (ope) 60.0 60.0 cSO.O 60.0 60.0

I|,Q (amp.) 6.15 6.32 4.15 2.00 T
^oa ("^Pt) 2.35 r

^ab ^""P-) (

^do (oita) 231 231.5 232 E32 232

^arm (a^P*) 12.6 10.8 8.3 6.0 4.3

6.15
2.35

6.32 4.15 2.00

232 232

.• rH^•^?:^'.^:.'*w...^v

-'vi'

• (">V-V;^ r*.
-.-

»« .
.

,"'•

«>^ '^-'^ -, lO*^-





f-3(o) Data oontinued.

Run ifrequenoy Regulated Frequency Not Regulated....
No. 21-1 21-2 21-3 81-4

Load
(mho

)

•
• .,

0.0111 0.0222 0.0^33
0.0111 0.0222 0.0333
0.0111 0.0222 U.0334

22-1 22-2 22-3 22-4 22-5

0.0111 0.0222 0.0333 0.0440
0.0111,0.0222 0.0333 0.0442
0.0111 0.U222 0.0334 0.04415

Bvjo 0.0833 0.0633 0.0833 C.0033 0.0833 0.0633 0.0833 0.0833 0.0833
Boa 0.0833 0.0833 0.0833 0.0833 0.0o33 0.0833 0.0833 U.0o33 0.0833
Bab 0-0Q33 0.0833 0.0833 0.0833 0.0633 0.0833 0.0833 0.0833 0.0833

Volts

Vpbc 186.5 177 187.5 201 167.5 153
V^oa 185.5 175.5 185.5 197.5 186.5 151
Vjab 188.5 172.5 186 ljy.5 190 158

167.5 153 152.5 165.5 172.5
151.5 162.5 170
157 166 172

Yq^o 0.41 24.9
VgOa 0.42 24.1
V^ab 0.52 24.7

217.5 137.5 155

55 80 0.42 21.8 43.5 68 100
53 81 0.45 21.0 42.5 66 98
54 86 0.52 21.4 43.0 76 104

2.03 4.30 6.79
2.00 4.23 6.60
2.02 4.29 6.72

1.85 3.45 5.60

1.85 3.42 5.60

7.69
1.85 3.38 5.50 7.53

7.69

9.3 16.5 27.0 7.5 11.5 18.7 26.5

(opa) 60.00 60.00 60.00 60.00 60.00 59.12 58.25 57.08 56.02

RPM 920 925 930 935 920 910 903 891 878

Valuea of B are nominal at 60 ops and are tabulated as buoh to

empiiaslxe that series capacitance is constant. ETfeotive value for
laet four runs bhould be reduced by frequency ratio. B 6.28 f C

-110-





r-4 0B'5Eff;ED D/iTA OF V0LTA3E REGULATION WITH FIXED ELEMENTS
"'

« . "'J*c^'V ,^iaf**^"*>^
Generator Temlnals Loac? Terminals ^MRun Vab Vbc Vca Vab Vbc Vca Ixb Ixc

^3-1 921 216 223 213 210.5 209.5 70 70 i^^?3-2 219 216 220 211 209.5 203.5 70 70 '*' tT*
P3-3 21^ 215 21^ 211.5 209.5 208 70 70
P3-4 215 213 215.5 211.5 210.5 203 70 70
P3-5 oip 213 214 212 210 207 70 70 'M '

•

'

?3-^ 2f8 270 270 210 208 211 120 120
?3-7 195 197 197.5 200.5 200 200.5 70 70
-^3-8 132 133 132 138.5 135 195 70 70 f<'^-^.
?3-9 193 199 199 199 197 203 70 70 *^^' -
"3-10 213 ^14 214 210.5 208 212 70 70 e\ -

,

'^3-11 23" -^34 "33 220.5 217 222 100 100
?3-12 253 255 254 222 219 224.5 110 110
?3-13 268 271 269 218 213 220 125 125 ' '-2 .^/

23-lA 277 230 230 207 205 210 135 135 •* '.».
'"

'"*''

P3-15 "33 292 291 195 195 200 150 150 i/-

-

23-1^ 191 191 191 197 197 197 30 80 t--.-
?3-17 200 200 r^oi 205 205 205 30 30
?3-lB 210 211.5 212 211 209.5 210.5 90 90
r3-i9 212 212 212.5 213 211 215 95 95 '. %-»•

23-20 219. c "20 ^21 217.5 215.5 217 100 100
^3-''l "2^ 223 229 2^1.5 219 221 100 100

ft^-'&vlg^3-22 "34 236.5 237 225 222.5 225 105 105 '> i^
-^3-23 243. 5 250.5 251 O'^T 120 120 . ^,T7f^
23-24 257 253 2^0 22^ ^24 135 135

-''^^ 272 "72 219 T -- C
- i-

1 . ^ 219.5 135 135 r^M^'iv
23-2^ "73. 5 230.5 231.5 -12 212 213.5 135 135
"3-^7 23*^..5 "39.5 290 201 201.5 203 150 150 • -' "'^^^

r^3-2B "91 294 294 197 197 199 150 150 ,X f

23-29 133 133 133 139 135 191 70 70
-^3-33 193 194 193 197 194 199 70 70

*

23-31 ?11 -^12 211 210 207 211.5 100 100
23-32 "30 "31.5 231 "20.5 217 222 100 100

• ,. •!*:
'•^3-33 "41. 5 -^43.5 243 024 220 226 110 110 V. '^^^
23-34 253- 25^ 255 223.5 220 025 115 115

1
* '

."3-35 2^3 270 263.5 218 215 220.5 125 125
23-3^ 277

.

.5 ^31 279 209 .

5

207.5 212.5 135 135
!

23-37 ^39. c 292 290 19*^.5 195.5 200 150 150 ,-*
.

23-33 135 13^ 135 139 1-34.5 191 70 70 * '^. *

23-39 193.,5 200 199 199 195 201.5 90 90
23-40 199 220 220 "12 203.5 214.5 100 100
23-41 243 244.5 243 219 214.5 -^21.5 110

'-
^^^

23-42 "51 252 251.5 219 214.5 221.5 110 110 •^' "^•./^?'

23-43 260 2^2 2''0.5 217.5 213 220 120 120
"3-44 2^3 2^8.5 2^8 213.5 209.5 215 125 125 '^/ "x>-
r3-45 279 231 279.5 204 201 203.5 135 135

4 'j.Mt* K"3-46 2 37 290 233.5 194 191.5 198 150 150

23-47 "95 297.5 296 132 180
191.5

133.5
197.5

1^0
30

160
ftn V%A-^

23-48 194,,5 196 195 195
. ^K.*>> /-•«:?

-3-49 201,,5 "02 201 195 -^01.5 90 ' 90
23-50 225

• ^
2"7.5 226 212.5 -^09 214.5 100 100

1 ^^^
'

"'''^{'^kif'''
23-51 231 .-33 231.5 215 212 217 105 105

%.^^ i^t ^uri'
23-5? 2-'7.

> ^ "39 239 217 214 219 110 110
.iftii'Jri
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F-4 OBSERVED DATA OF VOLTAGE REGULATION WITH FIXED ELL.\fFNT3

Motor Load Load Terminals 1

Run V I cpa RPM Ir ^CAP Ia I3 ic
.

^
P.F.

?3-l ?32 20.5 ^0.1 928 7.3 ..9 8.4 "7i.5 .T.8 l.OOOld
?3-? 23? 17.6 '^O.l 922 6.6 1.0 7.0 ^.3 ^.65 .993ld
?3-3 232 13.

A

60.2 921 A.

5

1.0 A.

9

A.l A.

6

.993ld
?3-A 233 10.

A

60.0 920 3.1 1.0 3.7 2.7 3.0 .990Id
P3-5 233 7.6 59.9 915 1.5 .5 1.9 1.0 1.5 .983 Id
?3-6 228 30.5 60.2 928 10.35 5.25 12.1 11.8 12.2 .9091d
P3-7 233 7.2 '^O.O 915 - — 1.9 1.2 1.5 .97Alg
P3-9 '^31 9.5 '^O.O 920 3.0 .1 3.0 2.3 3.2 .9801gP3-10 -^31 10.5 '^O.O 918 3.05 .5 3.1 2.9 3.5 .9991d"3-11 230 1^.0 ^0.0 918 3.15 2.0 3.5 3.5 3.9 .93 Id"3-12 P?9 13.2 60.0 916 3.20 A. 20 A.

6

A.

9

5.15 .69 Id
?3-13 op9 lA.O ^0.0 913 3.15 ^.A5 ^.3 • ^^.3 .5051d
"3-lA nog lA.A 59.9 915 3.05 8.75 8.9 8.9 ^ ^
23-15 PP9 15.2 ^0.0 915 2.90 11.10 _ _ 11.1 11.0
r3-i^ 231 5.0 '^O.O 915 .50 .10 1.0 0.0 0.0 .75 Ig
23-17 2>1 5.5 ^0.0 915 .50 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 .9 301g
23-18 230 5.

a

'^O.O 911 .50 .10 1.0 0.0 O.D .9901g
23-19 231 5.8 60.0 911 .50 .10 1.0 D.O 0.2 .9921d
23-20 231 ^.0 60.0 911 .50 .50 1.0 0.0 0.5 .592 Id
23-21 231 ^.5 ^0.0 912 .50 1.2 1.0 D.O 1.2 .'^951d
23-"2 231 6.8 ^0.0 912 .50 1.9 1.3 1.0 1.0 .5101d
23-'^3 233 7.5 ^0.0 912 .50 3.3 3.0 2.3 3.1
23-?A 231 9.0 ^0.0 912 .50 A.

3

_.. 3.3 A.l „ _
23-25 230 8.3 59.9 912 .50 ^.5 .. <.o ^^.25 . — ^
23-26 231 9.5 ^0.0 911 .50 8.2 -. 7.7 7.9
23-27 230 10.5 '^O.O 912 .50 10.35 - — 9.95 10.1 _.
23-23 230 11.0 ^0.0 911 .50 11.20 — 10.75 10.92 -.
23-29 231 ^.f- 60.0 915 1.50 0.0 1.6 1.3 1.9 .9021g
23-30 231 7.2 ^0.0 915 1.50 0.0 1.7 l.A 1.9 .938lg
23-31 231 8.0 ^0.0 915 -- -- 1.8 L.5 2.1 1.00
23-32 ^32 9.0 '^O.O 915 2.0 1.8 2.0 2.0 2.5 .5 32 Id
23-33 232 9.^ ^0.0 915 1.9 2.3 2.9 2.9 3.2 .693ld
23-34 ?31 10.3 ^0.0 915 1.9 A.l 3.7 A.l A. ^5 .5151d
"3-35 231 11.1 ^0.0 915 1.9 6.

A

-- ^=.2 ^.3 --
23-36 232 12.0 ''-O.O 915 1.7 8.5 -- 8.3 8.3 --

23-37 231. 12.8 60.0 915 1.5 11.2 -- 10.38 10.39 .-
23-38 231 11.5 60.0 920 A.

3

0.0 A.

5

A.

9

A.

9

.976lg
23-39 232 12.8 ^=0.0 920 A.

6

0.0 A.

3

A. ^5 5.15 .9911s
23-AO 231 1A.6 ^0.0 920 A. 95 1.0 5.08 5.1 5.5A .9931d
23-Al 230 16.5 60.0 920 5.10 3.2 5.75 5.35 ^.3 .9121d
23-A2 230 17.0 ^0.0 920 5.10 A. 15 ^.15 ^.AO ^.72 .5A91d
23-A3 230 17.5 ^0.0 920 5.09 5.32 ^^.80 7.10 7.A0 .7511d
23-AA 230 17.8 ^0.0 920 5.00 ^.75 7.70 8.05 8.23 .^5 Id
23-A5 230 15.0 ^0.0 920 A. 73 9113 9.A8 9.89 10.00 .50 Id '

2 3.-A 6 230 13.3 ^0.0 920 A. 50 11. OA - - 11. '^O 11.58 --

2 3-A7 230 18.6 ^0.0 920 A.P5 13.20 — 13.50 13. AO --
23-A8 230 IA.9 ^0.0 92P 5.85 o.a ^.1 ^.0 6.

A

.99 Ig
23-A9 230 15.5 '^O.O 923 '^.OO 0.0 ^^.21 '^.l ^.51 .9931?
23-50 230 1^.2 '^O.O 920 '^.AO 1.2 ^.58 ^".99 ^.99 .9891d
23-51 230 18.5 '^O.O 920 '^.A8 1.3 ^.79 6.72 7.11 .9791d
23-52 230 19.3 ^0.0 920 ^.51 2.3

-112 -
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F-4 033'iRVED DATA OF VOLTAQE REGULATIOM ^"ITH FIXED ELEMENTS

G-«n«rator Termlnala Lo&d Termlnala

^3-53 P49 ^50.5 249.5 213 214 219 110 110
r3-5A 257 253 259 ?15 -^12 217 115 115
^3-55 2^9.5 ^72 270.5 209 207.5 212 135 135
-^3-56 279 230 280- 202 201.5 205 140 140
r3-57 2 37 238 237 191.5 135 195 150 150
^3-56 293 29^ 294 1^0.5 180 135 160 160
^3-59 -^03 204 204 200.5 198 :^30.5 100 100
?3-^0 -^13.5 -14 215 20^.5 203.5 207 100 100
-3-/^1 :^"5.5 ^^7 227.5 212.5 209.5 ^13 105 105
?Z-f^7 238 239.5 240.5 216 212.5 216 110 110
?'3-^3 246 243 246.5 216 213.5 216 110 110
-^3-^4 253.5 259 259.5 214 211 214 120 120
23-^'5 270 272 270.5 203.5 206.5 208.5 130 130
?3-66 276 279 273.5 202 200.5 203 140 140
^3-67 235 237.5 236 193 190 194 145 145
r3-^8 290 291.5 292 136 183 13^ 150 150
^3-^9 294 296 295 130 178 132 160 160
?3-70 207 208 207 202 199 205 100 100
23-71 -^17 218 217.5 207 204.5 210 100 100
?3-7? 233 23^ 235.5 213 210 215.5 135 105
^5-73 :-47 249 2^8 213.5 210.5 216 110 110
r3-74 259 26p 2^1 211 233.5 214 115 115
?3-75 2^7 270 269 206 -^0

' . 5 209 130 130
?3-7^ 277 279 279 197 195 200 140 140
?3-77 237 290 -^33.

5

13^ 132.5 134.5 150 150
^•3-73 292 293 294 179 17''.

5

132 1^0 160
23-79 217.5 213 ':^13 206 203 208 100 100
P3-30 231 233 233 212 203.5 213 105 105
r3-'il 243 245 243.5 '^13 211 21: 110 110
2 3-3? 253 254 254 211.5 210.5 214 115 115
23-33 -'^1 2'^2 262 2 09 207.5 211 120 120
23-34 ^^9 271 270 203 202 205 130 130
23-85 277 279 273 197 195 199 135 135
23-36 236 2 39 2 39 13^ 135 139 150 150
2 3-37 293 29^ 294 176 175.5 179.5 1^0 160
23-88 225 227 228 210.5 203 209 100 100
23-89 236 233 239 213 210 211 110 110
23-90 -47 250 250.5 212 210.5 211 110 110
23-91 253 259 2^0 209.5 203 209 120 120
23-92 2'^3 271 271 203.5 203 204 120 120
23-93 27^= 279 278 1^5.

5

195 196 130 130
23-9A 239 291 291 131.5 130 132 140 140
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IttOtor Load

^3-53
P3-5A
<^ T I-

-5^
^3-57

"3-'^0
'^3-^1

-3-^3
?3-^A
?3-""

?3-^6
r3-^9

3-79

3.8
'J.

8

17.5
1-^7

20.1

TA.A

'A. 5

r3.i

'"7.5

'7.

A

3J.0

33.8
33.

A

^3.0
'^3.0

^3.3
^3.0
^3.0
^3.0
^3.3
63.0
^3.0
^3.3
^o.o
^3.0
^3.0
f3.3
63.0
^3.3

^3.3
^^3.3

63.3
^3.0
^3.0
^3.3
^^3.3

^3.3
^3.0
^3.0
^J.O
^3.3

9?0
9?5
9?5
9?5
9r5
9 1
9'0
9ro
919
919
9r6
9r5

^3.0
^0.0
63.0
^3.0
63.0
^0.3
^3.0
^3.0
^0.3
^3.3
^3.0

9-4
9P5
9ri
920
9P0
9ro
933
9-^9

925
9?6
923

) -^.51

) ^.A7
) ^=.30
) ^.11
) 5.33
) 5.A2
' 7.10
> 7.30
' 7.50
' 7.^0

7.^2
7.51
7.39
7.15

^.5d
^.AP
7.90
^.11

3.38
i.AO
8.30
3.38
'7.71

7.30
7.35
9.60

13.30
13.38
9.98
9.83
9.55
'^.2d
8.80
3.3?

11.35
11. A2
11.-^2
11.30
11.00
10.58
9.3 :

Load Ter'alnals

3.75
A. 95
7.01
8.78

11.05
1:^.96
3.0
.2

1.0
2,?
3.1
5.0
^=^.90

8.51
10.6
ir.32
i.\96
3.0
3.0
1.6
3.10
5.00
^.83
9.01
11.52
12:82
0.0
1.30
2.10
> . -J

7.35
7.85
9.00

10.11
11*90

7.52
7.82
3.35
8.30
8.90
9.50

10.75
12.18
13.35

8.20
8.

A

8.7
9.05
9.5^
13.28
11. AO
13.-^
1A.20
9.85
13.30
13.42

^.70
8.A8

13.82
IP. 75
3.0
1.0
< . d

A. 35
''.12

3.39
12.3:

::.30
11.38
IP. 30
13.^2
IA.90
11.72
11.82
11.91
12.1?
12.^1
13.25
lA . 82

> 7.50
. 8.05
) 9.20
. 13. AO
> 12.02
13.82

' 7.00
7.20
7.A5
7.75
8.35
3.65
9.63

13.^0
12.35
13.12
1A.31
3.10
3.3
3.8
9.13
9.72

13. A2
11.70
13.33
IA.33
9.72
13.11
13.33
13. '5
11.30
11.50
11.35
13.^8
IA.90
11.15
11.30
11. A5
11.70
12.20
12.90 :

1A.5 1-

' 7.72
•5 8.30

9.A2
10.58

•2 12.19
'2 13.75
O 7.22
7.A5

5 7.73
5 3.06
5 3.35
5 9 . 00
3 13.30

11.30
5 1P.A2
2 13.50
1 1A.18
3 8.55

8.78
9.1

5 9.A5
^ 13.3
^ 13.72
J 11.85
5 13.52
) 1A.A2
: 13.13
. 13.50
) 13.73
) 10.95
) 11.^8
I 11.78
• 12.56
i i:..72
' 15.30
11.32
11. A3
11.^5
11.92
12. A8
13. lA

1A.78

P.P.

.9101d

.8A01d
,

.7001d

.633ld

.5001d

.*99Alg;
1.33
.y38ld

,

.958ld ;

.931d

. 6^ Id '

4.7521d
.6r?id
.5631d
.5011d

,

.99316 ;

.99316 ;

.9351d

.9A2 l.i

.8951d

.8331d

.77;ld
'

.5531d
I

.5151d

.99516

'€'H%

-/I4

^^li.
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Autorratic voltage
regulator for an induc-
tion generator.
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Autortatic voltac;e reg^alator
for an induction genera bor.




